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Abstract

Knowledge of the impacts of fire is a big part of hazard analysis, and thorough fire predictions

could potentially save both life and belongings. In the 1990’s, a set of fire tests on compart-

ment fires was conducted at SINTEF NBL in Trondheim, Norway. The results from the tests

have, until recently, been restricted from public view. The partly release of the results from

the fire tests has presented the opportunity of conducting simulations based on the fire tests,

for validations of simulation software. In this thesis, simulations of one of the fire tests, fire

test JF5, in Blast and Fire for Topside Structures, Test Programme F3, have been conducted

in the gas dispersion and fire simulator Kameleon FireEx (KFX) by Computational Industry

Technologies AS (ComputIT), for a parameter study on fire development in under-ventilated

enclosures and for comparison between experimental data and numerical simulations.

The simulations conducted in this thesis, have shown large impacts on fire development

from parameters with uncertain modelling. The droplet diameter in the fuel spray and the

enclosure modelling were decisive on flame development in an under-ventilated enclosure.

The results revealed differences between the simulated cases that was related to combus-

tion in the upper layer of the compartment. Simulations with combustion in the upper layer

of the compartment, recorded significantly higher temperatures, than the simulations with-

out combustion in the upper layer. The combustion in the upper layer of the compartment

seemed to highly depend on air entrainment. Parameters that affect flow and air entrain-

ment, on the inside of the compartment, are therefore important.

The results obtained do not make it possible to draw any certain conclusions on valid-

ity and reliability of the computational software, for simulating under-ventilated fires. The

modelling uncertainties of parameters that were of great importance were too large. Further

research into important parameters, and how they should be modelled, are needed.
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Sammendrag

Kunnskap om skadepotensialet i branner er viktig ved utarbeiding av sikkerhetsanalyser,

hvor nøye gjennomførte brannsimuleringer potensielt kan spare både liv og eiendeler. På

1990-tallet, ble branntester på underventilerte branner gjennomført ved SINTEF NBL i Trond-

heim. Resultatene fra disse testene har, inntil nylig, vært lukket for offentligheten. Tilgjen-

geligheten til noen av resultatene fra disse testene, har åpnet en mulighet for å gjennomføre

simuleringer basert på branntestene, for validering av programvare. I denne oppgaven er

simuleringer av en av disse brenntestene, branntest JF5 fra Blast and Fire for Topside Struc-

tures, Test Programme F3, blitt gjennomført i simuleringsprogramvaren Kameleon FireEx

(KFX) fra Computational Industry Technologies AS (ComputIT), som en parameterstudie

på brannutvikling i underventilerte rom, og til sammenligning av simuleringsverktøyet mot

måledata.

Simuleringene gjennomført i denne oppgaven, har vist at ulike parametere kan gi store

variasjoner i brannutvikling i underventilerte rom, der store utslag med høye temperaturer

er relatert til forbrenning i øvre deler av rommet. Forbrenningen viste seg å være avhengig

av lufttilstrømming inn i rommet og blanding med brensel i de øvre lagene i rommet. Noen

av parameterene som, i denne oppgaven, viste seg å være betydelige, var dråpediameter i

brenselsprayen og hvordan geometrien var modellert. Usikkerheten rundt modellering av

disse parameterene var betydelig, noe som påvirker de oppnådde resultatene.

Resultatetene presentert i denne oppgaven gjør det ikke mulig å trekke konklusjoner på

validiteten og reliabiliteten til regneverktøyet. Usikkerheten rundt noen av parameterene,

som har vist seg å være betydelige, var for stor. Videre forskning på parametere, som viser

seg å være av betydning for brannutviklingen, og hvordan disse kan modelleres, bør gjen-

nomføres.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the early 1990’s a research on fire development was established as a follow-up of the fire

accidents on Piper Alpha and Scandinavian Star. Knowledge of the impacts of fire is a very

important part of hazard analysis. Thorough fire predictions would potentially save both

life and prevent loss of property. As part of this research, fire tests on compartment fires

were conducted at SINTEF NBL in Trondheim, Norway. The results from the tests have, until

recently, been restricted from public view.

Fire safety design is to a large degree based on fire simulations. By opening of the fire tests

from SINTEF NBL, a possibility of verifying simulation software against fire tests is made

available. A verification of fire simulation software could potentially increase the reliability

and the validity of simulations, leading to better fire safety designs.

1.1 Limitations, structure and topic of the thesis

Through meetings with the supervisors Ivar S. Ertesvåg, Kjell Erik Rian and Nils Inge Lille-

heie, the topic, limitations and structure of this thesis have been prepared.

Limitations

When simulating a spray fire inside a compartment, one is presented with indefinite possible

solutions on how to set up the case. In this thesis, the limitations have been set by the fire

test JF5 in the Blast and Fire Engineering for Topside Structures, Test Programme F3, found

in Drangsholt et al. [6]. All simulations were set up either to be as similar to the fire test as

possible, or to investigate parameters of uncertainty or of special importance in the fire test.

Structure of thesis

This thesis is set up as a scientific report. First, an introduction to the topic of the thesis is

presented. The introduction also includes a review of previous work, with a summary of the

Blast and Fire Engineering for Topside Structures, Test Programme F3. This is followed by a

short description of the models used for the calculation. To get an understanding of how the

1
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calculations are performed, the models are described in a general manner. This is followed

by a description of the setup of the simulations in this thesis, with modelling choices and

simulation procedure. The results from the simulations are presented in Ch. (4), followed

by a discussion in Ch. (5). In the latter, the results from the simulations will be discussed on

the basis of the investigation on fire development. A comparison between the results from

the simulations in this thesis and the results from JF5, is also presented. Final remarks are

presented in the conclusion with a recommendation on further work.

The objective of this thesis

The objective of this thesis is to compare the results obtained through simulations in the gas

dispersion and fire simulator Kameleon FireEx (KFX) from Computational Industry Tech-

nologies AS (ComputIT) against results from the fire test JF5 in Blast and Fire Engineering

for Topside Structures, Test Programme F3. A parameter study investigating the effects of

enclosure modelling and spray dispersion on fire development is also included. Important

parameters for comparing the results of the simulations are temperature, radiation heat flux,

oxygen quantity and flow velocities.

The aim of the thesis is to further develop the knowledge on compartment spray fires and

how these are modelled in computational fluid dynamics.

1.2 Previous work

Previous research on spray combustion and under-ventilated fires is described for later com-

parison with results presented in this thesis.

1.2.1 Spray combustion

Williams [43] presents an overview of spray combustion and related phenomena. The gen-

eral descriptions of atomisation found here, are similar to the more recent publication by

Ashgriz [1]. A burning spray is combustion with a non-uniform composition. This will give

poorly defined combustion zones and irregularities in flame propagation. The main features

of a spray flame are atomisation, air entrainment and flame stabilisation, where the mixing

process is controlled by the geometry of the combustion chamber, spatial distribution and

momentum of the spray and the air flow. A thorough analysis of droplet size distribution and

spray angle is important in spray combustion [43](p.1,2,35).

Droplet atomisation

Much research has been done in the fields of spray combustion, where a thorough under-

standing on the atomisation of droplets is needed in the construction of diesel combustion

engines. Williams [43] discusses the formation of a droplet from a liquid flow. When a liquid
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flow, under pressure, is forced through an orifice, an unstable jet of high velocity will start to

disintegrate after leaving the orifice [43](p.54). A spray with a spectrum of different droplet

sizes will be produced, where the size distribution of the spray depends on the distance from

the atomiser. Small diameter droplets accelerate faster than large diameter droplets. Droplet

collisions will also influence the droplet sizes. Calculations on all the different droplet sizes

are computationally demanding, leading to the practice of using average combustion char-

acteristics with mean droplet diameters [43](p.35,45).

The shape of the atomizer will influence the liquid break up. An annular orifice will give

a hollow or solid cone spray. Droplets in solid cone sprays tend to be smaller than those in

hollow cone sprays. If the jet is unstable, columns of liquid will be produced. These columns

can break into rows of droplets, if the column length is greater than the column circumfer-

ence. Because different columns have different diameters, a wide range of droplet sizes is

produced. For a simple plain-orifice atomizer the Sauter mean droplet diameter is in the

range of 90 to 200 µm [43](p.53,54,55).

Merrington and Richardson [26] split the atomisation process into a three step process,

consisting of flow enlargement leading to sinuous shaped fluctuations and finally atomisa-

tion. Ashgriz [1](p.3-5) describes that the instability of the jet is related to axial disturbances.

If the axial disturbance has a wavelength larger than the diameter of the jet, the jet will be-

come unstable. The jet will break when the amplitude of the disturbance reaches the jet

radius, and a droplet is formed by each wavelength of the disturbance. For each wavelength

of an unstable disturbance, one main drop and none, one or several smaller (satellite) drops

are formed. The disturbance with the maximum growth rate will lead to the break up of the

jet and the resulting droplet size will be in the order of the wavelength of this disturbance.

Evaporation and combustion

Williams [43] produces one simplified way of looking at spray combustion, as heterogeneous

combustion. The process is split into different steps: Evaporation, mixing, ignition, burning

and combustion products. The droplets act as a fuel source, where the evaporation of the

droplets leads to gaseous fuel. The gaseous fuel mixes with the oxidizing environment re-

sulting in a combustible mixture. At a certain temperature, the mixture ignites and produces

a flame. The combustion produces gas phase products, ash and soot. The combustion prod-

ucts can recirculate and transfer heat to the reactants, contributing to the combustion, and

leave the combustion zone as exhaust. Further oxidation of the reaction products can pro-

duce heat [43](p.2,27,111).

At low droplet concentrations and high droplet separations the droplets will burn as sin-

gle droplets, and at high droplet concentration and low separations the droplets vaporise and

burn at an external boundary of the spray. The burning taking place at an external boundary,

is due to the local air-fuel ratio inside the spray being too low for combustion. Droplets break

off from the spray, vaporise and burn externally [43](p.110). Onuma et al. [30] and Onuma

and Ogasawara [29] found that by using an air-atomising burner, the spray did not react as
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individual droplets, where every drop burn individually. The vapour from the fuel droplets

will concentrate and burn like a gas diffusion flame.

The flame zone can be seen as a reaction zone with cold fuel and oxidant on one side and

hot combustion products on the other side. The properties of the unburnt spray dictate the

combustion products. Large droplets may give incomplete combustion in the flame zone

and unburnt fuel among the products. Small droplets may give complete evaporation and

combustion with gaseous reactants. The time to reach complete combustion may be influ-

enced by the combustion zone length, liquid fuel volatility, air-fuel ratio on the reactants side

and uniformity of the mixture distribution [43](p.81,111).

Emission of particulate materials like soot and gaseous emissions like CO and CO2 are

frequently present in combustion of liquid sprays. The composition of the product, regard-

ing different particulates, depends on the composition of the fuel oil, particularly the con-

centration of aromatics and asphaltenes. The amount of soot produced depends on res-

idence time, turbulence and temperature. The soot particles produced are similar for all

flames. Some hydrocarbon fuels have a greater tendency to produce soot than others. The

soot production depends on fuel rich conditions, where the transition from non-sooting to

sooting flames depends on a critical oxygen concentration [43](p.127,128,129,130,131). Fuel

rich conditions will produce more soot than fuel lean conditions [4]. The soot can both ab-

sorb and emit radiation. If the absorbed radiation is higher than the emitted radiation, the

soot will act as a radiation sink preventing radiation from the flame to reach the surround-

ings. If the emitted radiation is higher than the absorbed radiation, the soot will contribute

to thermal radiation to the surroundings [28](p.283,284,387). This provides a possibility for

higher thermal radiation in fuel rich conditions [4]. Given the non-uniform composition in

a spray flame, a spray flame will always have local fuel rich zones that promote sooting. The

sooting of a spray flame can also be seen through the yellow luminosity of the flame. The

droplet diameters and dispersion angle will influence the sooting of the flame. Small droplet

diameters and large droplet dispersions will ensure good mixing of the fuel with the oxidant

and reduced sooting from the flame [43](p.130,131). The production of carbon monoxide

depends on temperature and amount of excess air in the combustion. Low levels of excess

air will give higher concentrations of carbon monoxide. The carbon monoxide is formed

in the reaction zone, by rapid oxidation of hydrocarbons by oxygen. The oxidation of car-

bon monoxide to carbon dioxide is much slower, giving above equilibrium values of carbon

monoxide in the reaction zone. The carbon monoxide may be oxidised to carbon dioxide

in the post-flame zone. For combustion with short residence times, the concentration of

carbon monoxide, in the product composition, will be higher than for long residence times

[43](p.136).

Hydrocarbon mixtures have different boiling points resulting in different burning be-

haviour, compared to single component droplets. Flashing of some of the components of

the droplet can give bubble formation inside the droplet causing droplet disintegration. Mix-

tures with components with high boiling points can give high droplet temperatures initiating
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thermal decomposition [43](p.86).

The evaporation of the droplet is controlled by heat from the environment, where the

evaporation of the droplets will absorb some of the heat energy from radiation [8]. The evap-

orated fuel vapour will diffuse from the droplet surface into the ambient environment. This

diffusion of the vapour is controlled by the species gradient through the ambient medium,

where the concentration of fuel is higher at the surface of the droplet than in the ambient

medium. As the fuel vapour diffuses away from the droplet, the droplet radius will shrink

due to mass loss until the droplet is completely evaporated [38](p.98-103).

1.2.2 Combustion in under-ventilated geometries

Flow characteristics

The mixing of the reactants is controlled by the geometry of the combustion chamber [43].

An experimental study done by Hwang et al. [14] on a vented, insulated enclosure showed

that the flow inside a combustion chamber varied remarkably with a change from an over-

ventilated room to an under-ventilated room. The fuel used was heptane, released as a pool

fire at the centre of the floor area. In the over-ventilated case, the flow was going into the

compartment close to the floor of the vent. The flow was entrained into the flame and fol-

lowed the flame and plume to the roof of the compartment. The flow flowed along the roof

towards the vent and exited the room through the upper part of the vent. At the back of the

enclosure, a flow rotating the opposite way was observed. Combustion products from the

flame flowed along the roof towards the back wall, down the back wall and along the floor,

before being entrained by the flame. An increase in flame size led to the flame front shifting

towards the rear of the room, giving larger vent rotational flow and smaller back wall rota-

tional flow. An increase in heat release rate gave a decrease in oxygen concentration and a

temperature increase, especially close to the back wall of the enclosure [14].

Shifting to an under-ventilated case, the flow characteristics inside the compartment

changed. The flame attached to the burner only on the front side, and the flame front had

direction towards the vent, with most of the burning regions located on the outside of the

compartment. Some of the combustion products circulated inside the compartment. The

products flowed from the flame, along the ceiling of the enclosure towards and down the

back wall. From the back wall, the products flowed along the floor before being entrained

into the flame. The residence time, for the products in the under-ventilated case, was longer

than for the over-ventilated case. The long residence time in the upper layer, as well as high

temperatures and fuel-rich conditions, may have led to increased heat loss to the walls and

increased carbon monoxide and soot formation. A sharp gradient of oxygen species concen-

tration was observed across the flame. The oxygen concentration on the back wall side of

the flame was nearly zero, whereas, the oxygen concentration on the vent side of the flame

was approximately atmospheric. The temperature distribution inside the compartment was

approximately uniform. The highest temperatures were located close to the vent, with a tem-
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perature decrease with the rotation of the flow inside the compartment. The concentration

of O2 was higher near the sidewalls, than in the centre of the compartment. The oxygen

inflow at the centre of the vent reacted at the flame front, while the oxygen inflow at the

edges flowed further into the compartment and reacted with the fuel closer to the pool [14].

Variation of fuel placement led to significant changes in temperature, heat flux, and carbon

dioxide and carbon monoxide distributions at the back wall of the enclosure. On the vent

side of the fire, not much changes were expected with variation of fuel placement [15].

Full-scale experiments on a pool fire in an enclosure conducted by Steckler et al. [36],

showed that changes in ambient temperature of up to 20oC can give up to 12% change in

opening flow rates, where opening flow rates increase with fire strength.

The upper layer

Idealized fire experiments performed at Harvard University and the California Institute of

Technology, imitated an enclosure fire by placing a hood above a fire. The fire tests pro-

duced an upper layer inside the hood, that was comparable to the upper layer in an en-

closure fire [32]. At temperatures of above 800K, the combustion gases in the upper layer

became reactive [31], while at temperatures below 700K, the upper layer gases were largely

unreactive. Increasing temperatures in the hood also gave shorter residence time needed

for complete reaction [32]. For under-ventilated conditions, significant amounts of car-

bon monoxide formed inside the enclosure. The carbon monoxide formation took place

when the fire plume entered the upper layer of rich combustion products [33]. The carbon

monoxide production also depended on fuel composition, where oxygen containing fuels

generated more carbon monoxide. For fuel rich conditions, a higher temperature resulted

in a more complete oxidation of the fuel, where the combustion products were strongly re-

lated to the air-fuel ratio and temperature of the upper layer [32]. Low air-fuel ratio and high

temperatures (above 1100K) gave higher production of carbon monoxide [31] [32]. The fuel

was firstly oxidised to produce carbon monoxide, before the remaining oxygen was used to

further oxidise the carbon monoxide to carbon dioxide. The chemical reactions could gen-

erally be assumed to take place either in the fire plume or the upper layer gases [32]. Higher

temperatures in the upper layer also led to an increase in carbon dioxide concentration [32].

Gottuk et al. [12] have also done research on compositions in the upper layer, where it was

found that an increase in carbon monoxide concentration with increasing temperature was

related to increased hydrocarbon oxidation. Temperatures above 900K accelerated the car-

bon monoxide oxidation, leading to the increase in carbon dioxide concentration. However,

hydrocarbon oxidation occurred faster than carbon monoxide oxidation, giving net increase

in carbon monoxide levels [12].
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1.2.3 Blast and fire engineering for topside structures–Test program F3

The simulated cases in this thesis are based on the fire test JF5 from Blast and Fire engineer-

ing for topside structures, test programme F3. The test programme was conducted during

the years 1994 and 1995 at SINTEF energy – Norwegian Fire Research Laboratory (SINTEF

NBL) [6]. A set of experiments on jet fires in ventilated compartments was conducted with

the aim of improving the understanding of offshore fires in partially confined areas. The pro-

gram consisted of 22 test cases, 15 jet fire tests and 7 pool fire tests. 21 of the 22 tests used

condensate as fuel, while one used propane. Tests with vertical as well as tests with horizon-

tal jet releases were performed. The tests were performed in two compartments of different

size. One was a 415 m3 room, as the one given in figure 3.1, the other was a room with similar

geometry, but the scale reduced to 135 m3 [4].

For the vertical jet release experiments, it was observed that, for stable fire, air was en-

trained close to the vent. This gave intense combustion in the lower region of the smoke

layer. Increasingly fuel rich conditions led to an increase in temperature and heat fluxes at

the walls. The depletion of air gave an increase in soot production towards the back wall

of the enclosure. The temperatures and heat fluxes close to the ceiling of the compartment

were largely unaffected by the increasingly fuel rich conditions. The effect of reduction in

compartment size was negligible [4].

Test JF5

Test JF5 was one of the tests in test program F3 using a condensate fuel. The release was

vertical, pointing towards the ceiling of the compartment, and the room size was 415 m3 [6].

When the fuel was injected into the enclosure, some of the lighter hydrocarbons imme-

diately flashed into gas phase. The liquid part of the fuel was atomized to a spray. As the

spray moved towards the ceiling of the enclosure, some of the drops evaporated and some

of the drops hit the ceiling before evaporation. The fuel that hit the ceiling, resulted in rain

of fuel from the ceiling, initially forming small pools on the floor around the release point.

The gas phase fuel was ignited to produce a flame. Initially, when the enclosure was filled

with oxygen, the flame developed as an open fire. The fuel pools around the release, burned

as pool fires for a short time before being evaporated. Sufficient oxygen was observed at

the inside of the enclosure, leading to a fuel-controlled fire. The heat produced inside the

compartment gave a net outflow of gas through the vent. This fire development lasted for

approximately 10-20 seconds [6]. As the jet fire progressed, the flame hit the ceiling, and a

growing smoke layer formed close to the ceiling. The oxygen inside the enclosure was slowly

depleted. The smoke layer continued to grow, reaching the vent. This gave an outflow of

smoke through the upper part of the vent and a build-up of a well-defined interface between

the smoke in the upper part of the enclosure, and air in the lower part of the enclosure. An

inflow of air through the lower part of the vent was observed, through measurements with

Bi-directional low-velocity probes. These probes measured differential pressures, and the
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velocities were derived from the measured pressure and temperature at each point. Partially

combusted products filled the smoke layer, eventually fulfilling the temperature and com-

position requirements for combustion. This gave ignition and a flame propagation at the in-

terface between the air and smoke layer. The flame propagated towards the vent and ignited

the outflowing smoke. This resulted in a flame with a flame height of approximately 9-10m,

on the outside of the enclosure. Approximately 600seconds after jet flame ignition, the heat

flux, temperature and composition of the smoke layer were stabilized with only small tran-

sient variations. During the simulation, the fuel flow rate was varied. The flow of fuel started

at a level of 0.85kg/s. This flow rate was held stable for approximately 14minutes. After the

first 14minutes, the fuel flow rate was reduced to 0.75kg/s. The flow rate of 0.75kg/s was

held stable for 2 minutes, before the fuel flow rate was stopped. The change in fuel flow rate

did not seem to have a significant effect on the measured temperatures [6].

During the JF5 fire test, temperatures and heat fluxes were logged at several positions in

the enclosure. In this thesis, the results from four logging points are included for compar-

isons later in the thesis. The positions of the logging points are presented as points 1-4 in Fig.

(1.1). All four logging points recorded thermocouple temperature. The results from Logging

points 1-4 are given in Figs. (1.2–1.5). The figures represent the measured thermocouple

temperatures. No data on thermocouple temperature measurement errors was provided in

Drangsholt et al. [6]. More detailed information about the Blast and Fire Engineering for Top-

side Structures, Test Programme F3, generally, and Fire test JF5, specifically, can be found in

Drangsholt et al. [6] and Chamberlain et al. [4].
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Figure 1.1: Position of logging points inside the enclosure
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Figure 1.2: Thermocouple temperature measured at Logging point 1. Fire test JF5, Blast and
Fire engineering for topside structures test programme F3. SINTEF NBL [6]

Figure 1.3: Thermocouple temperature measured at Logging point 2. Fire test JF5, Blast and
Fire engineering for topside structures test programme F3. SINTEF NBL [6]
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Figure 1.4: Thermocouple temperature measured at Logging point 3. Fire test JF5, Blast and
Fire engineering for topside structures test programme F3. SINTEF NBL [6]

Figure 1.5: Thermocouple temperature measured at Logging point 4. Fire test JF5, Blast and
Fire engineering for topside structures test programme F3. SINTEF NBL [6]
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1.3 Present contribution

In this thesis the focus will be on investigation on enclosure modelling and spray dispersion.

The following parameters will be investigated and discussed:

• Effect of 3D CAD geometry import into Kameleon FireEX (KFX).

• Effect of solid cell construction.

• Effect of compartment wall insulation.

• Effect of ventilation opening size.

• Effect of spray composition modelling: Single- and multi-component sprays.

• Effect of fuel flow rate.

• Effect of Droplet size.

• Effect of Dispersion angle.

• Effect of varying Courant number.

1.4 Short description of cases

A selection of 13 different simulations are run. Each representing a part in an investigation

into the parameters in Sec. (1.3). A short description of the cases follows:

1. The advanced geometry case. This is the base case. It is set up to be as close to the

fire test JF5 as possible. A detailed 3D CAD model is imported. The geometry and

properties are altered in the calculation domain after import. A multi-component fuel

spray with calculated droplet diameters and spray angle of 10± is defined.

2. The simple geometry case. Identical to the advanced geometry case (base case) except

a different CAD model is imported.

3. The no-imported-geometry case. Identical to the advanced geometry case (base case)

except that no CAD geometry is imported. The geometry is made directly in the KFX

calculation domain window.

4. The KFX geometry case. Identical to the advanced geometry case (base case), except

that no alterations to the geometry model and properties are made in the KFX calcula-

tion domain.

5. The solid cell case. Identical to the advanced geometry case (base case), except that all

thin walled cells are changed to solid cells.
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6. The adiabatic case. Identical to the advanced geometry case (base case), except that

the conductivities of the solid structures, K , are changed to 10°6.

7. The big vent case. Identical to the advanced geometry case (base case), except for a

larger ventilation opening.

8. The small diameter case. Identical to the advanced geometry case (base case), except

for smaller initial droplet diameters in the spray.

9. The large diameter case. Identical to the advanced geometry case (base case), except

for larger initial droplet diameters in the spray.

10. Small dispersion angle case. Identical to the advanced geometry case (base case), ex-

cept for a narrower spray dispersion angle.

11. Large dispersion angle case. Identical to the advanced geometry case (base case), ex-

cept for a wider spray dispersion angle.

12. The one-component case. Identical to the advanced geometry case (base case), except

for the fuel composition being altered to a one-component fuel, decane.

13. The low fuel flow rate case. Identical to the advanced geometry case (base case), except

the fuel flow rate is reduced to half of that specified in the advanced geometry case

(base case).
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Chapter 2

KFX models

In this chapter, the models behind the calculations in Kameleon FireEx (KFX) are presented.

In the numerical simulation, a set of equations are solved for every numerical iteration and

in every cell inside the calculation domain. The equations are chosen, because of their ability

to solve physical phenomena related to spray combustion.

2.1 Transport equations

To describe the transient transport and conservation of mass, momentum and heat through

the calculation domain, a set of transport equations are solved. The transport equations are

Favre averaged equations. The Favre averaging is done because fire or combustion problems

can have large variations in densities, due to large temperature variations.

A variable can be decomposed into a density weighted average mean component (Favre

averaged component), and a density weighted average fluctuating part by the equation [7](p.223):

¡= e¡+¡00 (2.1)

2.1.1 Gas phase governing equations

Continuity equation model

The conservation of mass for the gas phase inside the calculation domain, is solved through

a continuity equation model [39]:

@Ω

@t
+
@Ω eu j

@x j
= Ω ėR liq (2.2)

ėR liq is the source term describing the addition of gas phase mass, due to vaporisation of the

liquid fuel spray. This source term can be found in the spray model, Eq.(2.98) .

15
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Momentum equation model

The Navier–Stokes equations are used to model the conservation of momentum of the gas

phase, along the coordinate directions [39]:

@Ω eui

@t
+
@Ω eu j eui

@x j
=° @

@x j
(
µeff

æeu

@eui

@x j
)+Ωgi +Ω eFliq,i (2.3)

In the model, the diffusion terms of the momentum equation have been modelled using a

gradient model, where µeff
æeu

= µ+ µt
æeu

, µ = Ω∫. eFliq,i is a Favre averaged source term from the

evaporation of the liquid fuel spray. The source term is found in the spray model, Eq. (2.99).

Species mass fraction model

The balance of the species mass fraction is modelled [39] by:

@Ω eYk

@t
+
@Ω eu j eYk

@x j
=° @

@x j
(
µeff

æ eYk

@ eYk

@x j
)+Ω ėRk +Ω ėR liq,k (2.4)

In the model, the diffusion terms of the species mass fraction equation have been modelled

using a gradient model, where µeff
æ eYk

=µ+ µt
æ eYk

, µ= Ω∫. ėR liq,k is a source term like the one used

in the continuity equation model, but only for species k. ėRk is the Favre averaged reaction

rate from the reactor model Eq. (2.33).

Enthalpy (for incompressible flows) model

The energy balance of the gas phase is modelled [39] by:

@Ωeh
@t

+
@Ω eu j eh
@x j

=° @

@x j
(
µeff

æeh

@eh
@x j

)+ ėQg s + ėQRad +Ω eSliq (2.5)

In the model, the diffusion terms of the enthalpy equation have been modelled using a gra-

dient model, where µeff
æeh

= µ+ µt
æeh

, µ = Ω∫. ėQg s is a Favre averaged source term due to heat

transfer from the solid phase to the gas phase, and eSliq is the Favre averaged heat transfer

from the liquid spray to the gas phase, found in the spray model Eq. (2.100). ėQRad is the Favre

averaged net radiative heat transfer to the gas phase, found from the Eq. (2.51). The flow is

assumed incompressible, meaning, the density is not affected by pressure differences. This

assumption can be done because the flow velocity is much lower than the speed of sound,

fulfilling the condition:

L
as ø̂a

<< 1 (2.6)

where L and ø̂a are a length scale and time over which the fluid velocity undergoes sig-

nificant changes, and as is the speed of sound [20](p.122).
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2.1.2 Energy equation for porous solid phase

The equation for heat transfer to solids in the calculation domain, is given [39] by:

@(ΩCp T )

@t
= @

@x j
(K

@T
@x j

)+Q̇reac +Q̇sg +Q̇Rad,s +Q̇liq,s (2.7)

where Q̇Rad,s is the net radiative transfer to the solid phase, which can be found from Eq.

(2.51), Q̇reac is a heat source term due to chemical reactions in the medium, and Q̇liq,s is

the net energy transfer to the solid phase due to contact with liquid droplets. The energy

equation for the porous solid phase and the enthalpy model is linked by:

Q̇sg =°Q̇gs (2.8)

2.2 Turbulence

The influence of turbulence on the simulation is modelled by a Favre averaged k ° ≤ model

[18]. The model will calculate the formation and destruction of turbulence energy.

Nonlinear convection processes in the flow lead to the appearance of fluctuating veloci-

ties. The average products of these velocities are the Reynolds stresses. The Reynolds stresses

are modelled [39] as:

°ΩÇu0
i u0

j =µt (
@eu j

@xi
+ @eui

@x j
)° 2

3
(Ωk +µt

@eul

@xl
)±i j (2.9)

where ±i j is the Kronecker-delta function, which is 1 when i = j and 0 when i 6= j . k is the

turbulent kinetic energy, which is the sum of the normal Reynolds stresses. ≤ is the dissipa-

tion of turbulent kinetic energy, which describes the conversion of turbulent kinetic energy

to heat. The k-equation used in the simulation is given [39] by:

@

@t
(Ωk)+ @

@x j
(Ωk eu j ) = @

@x j
(
µeff

æk

@k
@x j

)+ΩPk °Ω≤+B (2.10)

where @
@x j

(µeff
æk

@k
@x j

) is a gradient model for the turbulent and viscous diffusion, µeff
æk

=µ+ µt
æk

:

@

@x j
(
µeff

æk

@k
@x j

) = @

@x j
(øi j u00

i °
1
2
Ωu00

i u00
i u00

j °p 0u00
j ) (2.11)

ΩPk is the production of turbulent kinetic energy given by:

ΩPk =µt (
@eu j

@xi
+ @eui

@x j
)
@eui

@x j
° 2

3
(Ωk +µt

@eul

@xl
)
@eui

@xi
(2.12)

The turbulence viscosity is given by:

µt = Ω∫t =CµΩ
k2

≤
(2.13)
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B is a source term representing buoyancy effects modelled1 by:

B =°µt

æt

@Ω

@xi
gi (2.14)

The ≤-equation used in the simulation is given [39] by:

@

@t
(Ω≤)+ @

@x j
(Ω≤eu j ) = @

@x j
(
µeff

æ≤

@≤

@x j
)+C≤1

≤

k
ΩPk °C≤2

≤

k
Ω≤+C≤1C≤3

≤

k
B (2.15)

The constants in the k–≤ model is given as in Ertesvåg [7](p.54, after Launder and Spald-

ing [18]): C≤1=1.44, C≤2=1.92, Cµ=0.09, æk =1.0 and æ≤=1.3. For the buoyancy model the con-

stants are given by Ertesvåg [7](p. 58, after Rodi [34] and Rodi [35]) : æT =0.9 and C≤3=0 for

stable stratification. C≤3=0 is chosen because it gives poor mixing in the atmosphere, which

represents the worst case scenario. The worst case scenario is an important focus in risk

analysis.

2.3 Combustion

The combustion model used in KFX is the Eddy Dissipation Concept (EDC)[23]. A combus-

tion model is needed to model the interaction between turbulence and combustion. For

combustion to take place, it is necessary with molecular mixing of reactants. The molecular

mixing will be found in the smallest eddies of the turbulence. The EDC combustion model

is split up into a cascade model and a reaction model [7].

Cascade model

The cascade model groups the turbulence depending on frequency. Low frequencies are

located at the top of the cascade, and high frequencies at the bottom. Every step down in

the cascade can be defined by the step above. The top step represents the main flow and the

bottom step of the cascade model represents the fine structure. In the fine structure, where

the smallest turbulent eddies are located, viscous forces break up the eddies and scatter and

mixes the molecules [7]. It is assumed that most of the turbulent dissipation to heat and

all the reactions take place in the fine structures. The cascade model allows defining the

fine structure as a function of the main flow, where the fine structure states are coupled to

the turbulence energy k, and the turbulence dissipation ≤ from the k–≤ model. From the

cascade model, the Reynolds number and the characteristic velocity- and length scale for

the fine structure can be defined [7] as:

Re§ = u§L§

∫
= 2CD2

3CD1
(2.16)

1The equation for buoyancy is given as programmed in the simulation software KFX. Although the equation
is dimensionally incorrect, it is the equation used in the simulation. The effect of B is discussed in Sec. (5.1).
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L§ = 2
3

(
3C 3

D2

C 2
D1

)1/4(
∫3

≤
)1/4 (2.17)

u§ = (
CD2

3C 2
D1

)1/4(∫≤)1/4 (2.18)

The constants CD1=0.134 and CD2=0.50 are as given by Magnussen [22].

For reactions to take place, the reactants must be mixed in the correct composition for a

long enough time [7]. The residence time in the fine structure is described by a fine struc-

ture time scale. The fine structure time scale is a characteristic time scale for the molecular

mixing of reactants, products and heat, and is given [39] by:

ø§ = 0.41

r
∫

≤
(2.19)

The fine structure will form between the bigger eddies, giving volumes with much fine

structure and volumes with little fine structure. The fine structures are contained inside

fine structure regions, both occupying a fraction of the total volume. The mass ratio of fine

structure on total mass is given2 [39] by:

∞§ = 9.7(
∫≤

k2 )3/4 (2.20)

where the mass ratio of fine structure regions on total mass is given by:

∞∏ = (∞§)1/3 (2.21)

The part of the fine structure that is reacting is given3 by[39]:

¬=
eYPr

( eYPr + (1+ rs,fu) eYmax) ·∞∏
(2.22)

where

eYmax = max(eYfu,
eYO2

rs,fu
) (2.23)

eYPr is the species mass fraction of products, eYO2 is the species mass fraction of oxygen, eYfu is

the species mass fraction of fuel and rs,fu is the stoichiometric oxygen requirement on mass

basis [7] for the reaction(s):

Fuel+ rs,fuAir ! (1+ rs,fu)Products (2.24)

A fine structure mixing rate coefficient, ¥, is given [39] by:

2The equation has been revised in Magnussen [24], but Eq. 2.20 is the equation used in the simulation.
3This is the equation used in the simulation although it is slightly different from the one presented in Mag-

nussen [23]. The model choice is discussed in Sec. (5.1)
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¥= min(
1
∞∏

,
eYPr/(1+ rs,fu)+eYmin

eYmin
) (2.25)

where

eYmin = min(eYfu,
eYO2

rs,fu
) (2.26)

Reactor model

The fine structure is seen as a well-mixed homogeneous reactor, where the reaction zones are

modelled as perfectly stirred. The reactors receive gas from the fine structure surroundings,

which are mixed into the reactors. The flow into the reactors will have properties of the

fine structure surroundings and the gas leaving the reactors will have properties of the fine

structure. Thus, for a fine structure reactor, a species balance and an enthalpy balance can

be given [39] by:

(
dY §

k

d t
)+ 1

ø§
(Y §

k °Y 0
k ) = Ṙ§

k (2.27)

(
dh§

d t
)+ 1

ø§
(h§°h0) = (

1
Ω§ · d p

d t
) (2.28)

where superscript * correspond to the fine structure, 0 corresponds to the surroundings. Ṙ§
k is

the reaction rate in the burning fine structures on mass basis. Yk is the species mass fraction,

h is enthalpy.

For an adiabatic reactor, the energy going into the reactor must equal the energy leaving

the reactor. Given constant mass flow through the reactor [7](p.185):

h0 = h§ (2.29)

h0 can be found from the enthalpy field.

For a mixture at constant pressure, h§ can be given by:

h§ =Cp (T §°Tref)+Y §
fuHR (2.30)

where HR is the calorific value of the fuel and Tref is a chosen reference temperature.

h0 can be given by:

h0 =Cp (T 0 °Tref)+Y 0
fuHR (2.31)

By rearranging the enthalpy balance, the temperature of the fine structure is given by:

T § = HR

Cp
(Y 0

fu °Y §
fu)+T 0 (2.32)

The density weighted average reaction rate is given [39] as (assuming all reactions take

place in the fine structure):
ėRk = ∞§¬¥Ṙ§

k (2.33)
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The density weighted average enthalpy is given by:

eh = ∞§¬¥h§+ (1°∞§¬¥)h0 (2.34)

The density weighted average temperature is given by:

eT = ∞§¬¥T §+ (1°∞§¬¥)T 0 (2.35)

The density weighted average mass fraction is given by:

eYk = ∞§¬¥Y §
k + (1°∞§¬¥)Y 0

k (2.36)

In the simulations conducted in this thesis, the reactions are viewed as infinitely fast and

irreversible. Thus, the amount of fuel reacted is limited by the availability of fuel and air.

Using the density weighted average mass fraction in Eq. (2.36) and the derivation seen in

[7](p.182-184), the reaction rate for the fuel is given [39] by:

Ṙ§
fu =° 1

ø§(1°∞§¬¥)
eYmin (2.37)

and the density weighted average reaction rate is given by:

ėR fu =° ∞§¬¥

ø§(1°∞§¬¥)
eYmin (2.38)

The fine structure temperature can be found [7](p.186) through:

T § = HR

Cp
eYmin + eT (2.39)

2.4 Soot

Soot can affect the radiative heat transfer by absorbing and emitting radiation. Consequently,

for precise calculation of the radiative heat exchange in fires, a soot model that takes into ac-

count soot formation and combustion is of importance. In the simulation the soot model is

decoupled from the system of energy and species mass fractions. The soot model used is the

Eddy Dissipation Soot Model [25]. The model takes into account formation and combustion

of soot and nucleus through species balances. The nuclei are the smallest particles, which

set on the soot formation. Production and the movements of nuclei is therefore important

for modelling of soot. The soot and nucleus balances are given [39] by:

Nucleus balance

dY §
nuc

d t
+ 1
ø̂

(Y §
nuc ° eYnuc) =

n§
0

Ω§ + ( f ° g )Y §
nuc °

g0 ·a
b

Y §
nuc

Y §
soot

Ysoot,max,3
° 1
ø̂

Ymin

eYfu

eYnuc (2.40)
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Soot balance

dY §
soot

d t
+ 1
ø̂

(Y §
soot ° eYsoot) = Ωb ·Ysoot,max,1 ·Y §

nuc(1°
Y §

soot

Ysoot,max,2
)° 1

ø̂

Ymin

eYfu

eYsoot (2.41)

where

Ysoot,max,1 = Ysoot,max,2 = Ysoot,max,3 =
a ·mp

bΩ
(2.42)

1
ø̂
= ṁ§

1°∞§¬¥ (2.43)

ø§ = 1
ṁ§ (2.44)

and a = 105 [(part.,soot)/(part.,nuc s)], b = 8.0 ·10°14 [m3/(part.,nuc s)], n is amount of soot

nucleus per m3, f ° g = 100, g0 = 10°15 [m3/(part.,soot s)] and mp is the mass of the soot

particle.

Limiting values for the fine structure are given [39] by:

Y §
soot = Ysoot,max,2 (2.45)

Y §
nuc =

n§
0

Ω§ + 1
ø̂

eYnuc

1
ø̂ +

g0·a
b

Ysoot,max,2
Ysoot,max,3

° ( f ° g )
(2.46)

and limiting values for the fine structure surroundings are given [39] by:

Y 0
soot,max = 0.08 ·Ysoot,max,3 (2.47)

Y 0
nuc,max =

51.39 ·1012

Ω
(2.48)

In the combustion model, it is assumed that the soot and the nucleus combustion are

proportional to the fuel combustion.

2.5 Radiation

In the simulation, an enhanced version of the Discrete Transfer Model by Shah and Lock-

wood [21] is used. Grey gas is assumed, giving the absorption coefficient to be approximately

constant over all wavelengths. The enclosure, inside the calculation domain, is divided into

a finite number of elements. A prescribed number of radiation beams are fired from each

element at one boundary, and numerical integration is carried out along each beam until

it reaches another boundary. As the beam passes through a control volume, the changes in

radiation intensity due to absorption and emission are calculated.
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The change of intensity for one beam, passing through a control volume is given [39] by:

In+1 =
æ eT 4

º
(1°e°as)+ Ine°as (2.49)

where I is the radiation intensity, n describes the placement of the control volume in the

domain, æ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, eT is the density averaged temperature (found

from the EDC reactor model Eq. (2.35)), a is the absorption coefficient and s is the coordinate

along the radiation path.

The contribution from one beam, passing through a control volume, is given [39] by:

Sn,i = (In+1 ° In)≠d Ad≠ (2.50)

where dA is the area element at the origin boundary and ≠ is the solid angle represented by

the beam.

The total radiation source for the nth control volume is given by summing over all the

beams passing through the control volume[39]:

Q̇Rad ·dV = Sn =
jX

i=1
Sn,i (2.51)

where j is the total number of beams. The net gain or loss of radiation energy in a control

volume is appended to the energy conservation equation, where Q̇Rad can be used for the

source term in the Eqs. (2.5) and (2.7).

The absorption coefficient is calculated through a relation with emissivity, ≤̂[39]:

a =°1
s

ln(1° ≤̂) (2.52)

where s is a characteristic length for the gas volume, ≤̂ is the total emissivity coefficient. The

total emissivity coefficient is further calculated from the emissivities of gas and soot:

≤̂= ≤̂soot + ≤̂g ° ≤̂soot≤̂g (2.53)

≤̂soot is the spectral integrated emissivity of soot, ≤̂g is the gas emissivity. ≤̂soot≤̂g is an overlap

correction. The emissivity of a gas is dependant on the state of the gas and how thick the gas

volume is. The emissivity of soot is calculated from Vembe et al. [39], after Felske and Tien

[9]:

≤̂soot = 1° 15
º4¡

(3)(1+ k0ΩYsoot eT s
ΩsootC2

) (2.54)

where ¡(3) is the penta-gamma function, k0 = 7.0, C2 = 0.01439mK and Ωsoot is the specific

density of soot.

The gas emissivity ≤̂g is from Vembe et al. [39], after Leckner [19]:
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≤̂g = ≤̂CO2 + ≤̂H2O °¢≤̂ov (2.55)

where the emissivity for a given gas component, ≤̂k , is given by:

≤̂k = ≤̂0(1+ (
Ac ·pE +Bc

pE + Ac +Bc °1
°1) · (exp(°∑(≥max °≥)2))) (2.56)

log≤̂0 =
MX

i=0
bi≥

i (2.57)

bi =
NX

j=0
c j iø

j
≤̂ (2.58)

ø≤̂ =
eT

1000
(2.59)

≥= log(pgas · ŝ ·100) (2.60)

where pgas is the partial pressure of the gas component and ŝ is the mean path length. Sub-

scripts and potencies i and j are taken from Tables. (2.1) and (2.2)

For CO2 the constants are given as:

pE = p(1+0.28
pCO2

p
) (2.61)

p is total pressure.

≥max = log(0.225ø2
≤̂) (2.62)

Ac = 0.10ø°1.45
≤̂ +1.0, Bc = 0.23, ∑= 1.47.

The values for c j i used in the emissivity model for CO2 is for values of eT > 400K , M=3

and N=4, given in Table (2.1).

Table 2.1: CO2 emissivity constants

c j ,i j =0 j =1 j =2 j =3 j =4
i =0 -3.9781 2.7353 -1.9882 0.31054 0.015719
i =1 1.9326 -3.5932 3.7247 -1.4535 0.20132
i =2 -0.35366 0.61766 -0.84207 0.39859 -0.063356
i =3 -0.080181 0.31466 -0.19973 0.046532 -0.0033086

For H2O the constants are given as:

pE = p(1+4.9
pH2O

p

p
273/ eT ) (2.63)
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≥max = log(13.2ø2
≤̂) (2.64)

Ac = 1.888°2.053logø≤̂, Bc = 1.1ø°1.4
≤̂ , ∑= 0.5.

The values for c j i used in the emissivity model for H2O is for values of eT > 400K , M=2

and N=2 given in Table (2.2).

Table 2.2: H2O emissivity constants

c j ,i j =0 j =1 j =2
i =0 -2.2118 -1.1987 0.035596
i =1 0.85667 0.93048 -0.14391
i =2 -0.10838 -0.17156 0.045915

The correction term is calculated by:

¢≤̂ov = (
Ø

10.7+101Ø
°0.0089Ø10.4)≥2.76

ov (2.65)

Ø=
pH2O

pH2O +pCO2

(2.66)

≥ov = log((pH2O +pCO2 ) · ŝ ·100) (2.67)

To improve efficiency of the radiation model, KFX uses random distributions of rays. For

the modelled enclosure walls, a radiation focus is done. This is done to precisely calculate

the radiation related to the walls. Every cell on the surface of the enclosure acts as a starting

point for radiation beams. This way, every wall point is hit by radiation giving representative

energy balances for the wall cells.

The radiation energy leaving a surface is given [39] by:

qrad,out = aæT 4
surface (2.68)

a is the absorption coefficient. æ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, which is given to be

5.670 ·10°8 W/m2K4. For points in the calculation domain where the temperature is above

800 K, a ray trace box is created. From every node on the ray trace box, a number of 96 rays

are traced. A relaxation factor of 0.3 is used to smooth out radiation heat flux on all solid

surfaces [39].

2.6 The log-law

For calculations of shear stress, heat flux and mass flux from a fluid to a solid wall, KFX uses

the logarithmic law of the wall (log-law). The assumption is that close to a solid wall, the tur-

bulent boundary layer is seen as laminar. The log-law is derived for boundary layers without

pressure gradients, without mass flow through the walls and along smooth walls.
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The log law velocity profile is given [39] by:

U+ = 1
∑̂

ln(E · y+) (2.69)

∑̂ and E are constants, U+ and y+ are dimensionless velocity and distance from the wall and

is given by:

U+ =
u f

U§ (2.70)

y+ =
y f U§

∫ f
(2.71)

where u f is the velocity parallel to the wall in the cell centre next to the wall, y f is the distance

to the wall from the cell centre next to the wall, ∫ f is the kinematic viscosity in the cell centre

next to the wall. U§ is the frictional velocity and is given by:

U§ =
s
øsur

Ω f
(2.72)

where Ω f is the density at the cell centre next to the wall and øsur is the shear stress at the

wall.

The log-law temperature profile is given [39] by:

T + =æT (
1
∑̂

ln(E · y+)+P+) (2.73)

where T + is a dimensionless temperature, æT is the turbulent Prandtl number, P+ is given

by:

P+ = 9.0[(
æl

æT
)0.75 °1][1+0.28e°0.007

æl
æT ] (2.74)

where æl is the molecular Prandtl number, and T + is given by:

T + =
Ω f CpU§(T f °Tsur)

qsur
(2.75)

where Cp is heat capacity, T f is the temperature at the cell centre next to the wall, Tsur is the

wall temperature and qsur is the heat flux into the wall.

Through Newton iteration of Eq. (2.70) y+ is found, and the following variables are cal-

culated [39]:

Frictional velocity:

U§ =
∫ f · y+

y f
(2.76)

Turbulent kinetic energy:

k f =
U§2

p
Cµ

(2.77)
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Dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy:

≤ f =
U§3

∑ · y f
(2.78)

Wall shear-stress:

øsur = Ω f U§2 (2.79)

Momentum diffusion coefficient:

Hm =
∑̂ ·Ω f U§

ln(E · y+)
(2.80)

Enthalpy diffusion coefficient:

Hh =
Ω f U§

æT ( 1
∑̂ ln(E · y+)+P+)

(2.81)

In the laminar sub-layer, if y+ is lower than y+
ed g e = 10.5, the following relations are used:

y+ =
s

u f y f

∫ f
(2.82)

U§ =
u f

y+ (2.83)

k f =
q

CµU§2(
u f

U§y+
ed g e

)2 (2.84)

≤ f =
U§4

∑̂ ·∫ f y+
ed g e

(2.85)

Hm =
Ω f ∫ f

y f
(2.86)

Hh =
Ω f ∫ f

æl y f
(2.87)

In KFX, the transport equations for k and ≤ are not solved at grid nodes adjacent to solids.

Instead the values for k f and ≤ f , obtained from the log law model, are used [39].

2.7 Spray and Droplet modeling

For the simulation, the liquid spray is treated separately from the gas flow. A spray is viewed

as a collection of individual droplets. To prevent simulating every droplet individually, KFX

uses a number of discrete numerical droplets, that represent a given amount of real droplets.

It is assumed that the droplet is spherical and of pure liquid.
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Trajectory model

The liquid droplets trajectory is modelled [39] by:

d~xd

d t
=~vd (2.88)

Here~xd is the position vector of the droplet, while ~vd is the velocity vector of the droplet.

Mass model

The liquid droplets will increase or decrease in size due to diffusion, where evaporated fuel

vapour at the surface of the droplet diffuses towards the environment. This is governed by a

mass model[39]:
drd

d t
=
ΩDg (T )

2Ωl

Y §
l °Yl

1°Yl
Shd (2.89)

where rd is the droplet radius, Dg (T ) is the diffusivity of the gas phase, Y §
l is the mass fraction

of the fuel vapour at the surface of the droplet. Shd is the Sherwood number, given by:

Shd = (2+0.6Re1/2
d Sc1/3

d )
ln(1+Bd )

Bd
(2.90)

where the Schmidt number, Scd = µg (T )

Ωg Dg (T )
. µg (T ) and Ωg are the dynamic viscosity and den-

sity respectively of the gas phase. The transfer number Bd = Y §
l °Yl

1°Y §
l

. The fuel vapour mass

fraction Y §
l is given by:

Y §
l = MWl

MWl +MW0( p
pv (Td ) °1)

(2.91)

where MW1 is the molecular weight of the fuel species, MW0 is the molecular weight of all

species except the fuel species and pv is the equilibrium vapour pressure at the temperature

Td .

Momentum model

As a droplet travels along its trajectory, the momentum of the droplets can change. This

variation of the momentum of a droplet is governed by a momentum model[39]:

d~vd

d t
=CD

3
8

Ωg

Ωl

|~ug °~vd |
rd

(~ug °~vd )+~g (2.92)

Here ~ug is the velocity of the surrounding gas and ~vd is the velocity of the droplets. The drag

coefficient CD is given by:

CD =

8
<

:

24
Red

(1+ 1
6 Re2/3

d ) forRed < 1000

0.424 forRed ∏ 1000
(2.93)
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The Reynolds number Red is given by:

Red = 2Ω|~ud °~vd |rd

µg (T )
(2.94)

T is the average surface layer temperature given by: T = Tg+2Td
3 .

Energy model

As the droplets are heated, evaporation can occur. The energy balance of the droplets is

modelled [39] as:
dTd

d t
=

4ºr 2
d (Q̇d +Ωl ṙd Lh(Td ))

Ωl
4
3ºr 3Cp,l

(2.95)

where Q̇d is the rate of heat conducted into the droplet per unit area, given by:

Q̇d =
Kg (T )(T °Td )

2rd
Nud (2.96)

Lh(Td ) is the latent heat of evaporation for the droplet at the temperature Td , Cp,l is the heat

capacity of the liquid fuel, ṙd is the change in radius of the droplet. The Nusselt number is

given by:

Nud = (2+0.6Re1/2
d Pr 1/3

d )
ln(1+Bd )

Bd
(2.97)

where Prd is the Prandtl number given by: Prd = µg (T )Cp,g (T )

Kg (T )
, Kg is the thermal conductivity

of the gas phase, L(Td ) is the latent heat of evaporation for the droplet at temperature Td ,

Cp,g is the specific heat at constant pressure for the gas phase and Cp,l is the heat capacity of

the liquid fuel.

When the droplets are modelled, it is assumed that the volume fraction that the droplets

occupies is negligible compared to the total gas volume. Seen from the gas phase, the droplets

acts as a source of mass/species, momentum and energy. The evaporation of the liquid

droplets act as a source of vapour, that can be used for combustion. Seen from the liquid

phase, the gas interacts with the droplets by moving them around and make them evaporate

and lose their mass.

The evaporated droplets source contribution to the gas phase equations, summed over

all the simulated droplets in the cell volume for one time step, is modelled [39] by:

Conservation of mass, source term

Ṙliq = 4ºΩl

Ωg¢V¢t

NsX

n=1
ªn(r 3

d ,n,o ° r 3
d ,n) (2.98)
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Conservation of momentum, source term

Fliq,i =
4ºΩl

Ωg¢V¢t

NsX

n=1
ªn(ui ,n,or 3

n,o °ui ,nr 3
n) (2.99)

Conservation of energy, source term

Sliq = 4ºΩl

Ωg¢V¢t

NsX

n=1
ªn(hn,or 3

n,o °hnr 3
n) (2.100)

The subscript o refers to the state of the drop before the current time step, ¢t . ¢V is the cell

volume. The number of droplets represented by each simulated droplet is given by:

ª=
Np

Ns
(2.101)

where Ns is the number of simulated droplets and Np , the number of physical droplets, is

given by:

Np =
Rtinj

0 Ṁinjd t
4
3ºr 3

injΩl
(2.102)

2.7.1 Initial and Boundary conditions

Initial properties of the droplets like position vector, velocity vector, size and temperature

needs to be specified initially. At the time of generation, for each simulated droplet, the

droplets position vector, velocity vector, size and temperature must be specified. If a droplet

impinges on a solid surface, the droplet will either be evaporated, if the surface temperature

is above 100±C, or be terminated, if the surface temperature is below 100±C. Heat for evapo-

ration of the droplets are provided from the surface. If the droplet diameter is below 10µm,

the droplet goes to gas phase.

2.8 Numerical solution and calculation domain

The numerical method used in the simulations is a cartesian Finite Volume Method (FVM).

The transient behaviour is modelled with the backward Euler scheme. A finite number of

points, surrounded by control volumes, are distributed throughout the calculation domain.

The combined control volumes constitute a numerical staggered grid. Scalar variables and

thermo- and fluid dynamical properties like density, heat capacity and conductivity are stored

at the cell centres, and vector variables like velocities are stored at the cells boundaries. In

KFX, two choices of cell types are available for modelling of solid constructions: Solid cells

and thin walled cells. The transient temperature profile through the walls, is calculated by

a one dimensional explicit finite difference technique. When 3D CAD models are imported

into KFX, a simulation model and computational grid are generated. Also as part of the im-

port process, a porosity file with model properties is generated. This file is used by KFX for
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calculations [39].

Solid cell

A solid cell is built up as seen in Fig. (2.1), with a solid core and no flow allowed to move

through the cell. Solid properties like density, heat capacity and heat conductivity, valid for

the entire cell, are stored at the cell centre. These values can be used for calculation of heat

transfer through the cell. The cell core has a uniform temperature. Heat can be transferred

through all sides of the cell, giving three dimensional heat transfer. For calculation of heat

transfer through to the core of the cell, and for finding surface temperatures of the solid cell, a

shell can be specified around the core of the cell. The shell is given a specified thickness (dw),

and the same properties of density, heat capacity and heat conductivity as are applied for the

core. This allows heat transfer to be calculated across the shell, and surface temperatures can

be found. Two types of solid cells can be specified: isothermal, where the temperature at the

core of the cell is constant in time, and temperature solved, where the temperature in the

core varies and are calculated from heat exchange [39].

Figure 2.1: Solid cell

Thin walled cell

An alternative solution for modelling of the solid enclosure is to use porosities. The cells are

defined as free flow cells, where any flow can move freely through the cell. As for the solid
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cell, solid properties of density, heat conductivity and heat capacity, valid for any solid part

of the cell, are stored at the cell centre. Given the staggered grid, porosities can be assigned to

the cell boundaries in positive coordinate directions. This porosity, limits the amount of flow

that can move through the cell boundary. By setting the porosity to 0, a solid cell boundary is

obtained. The properties of the solid boundaries are given by the properties stored at the cell

centre. By assigning a boundary thickness, one dimensional heat transfer can be calculated

through the cell boundary, simulating a thin wall. Modelling of a thin walled cell makes it

possible to simulate walls thinner than the cell width without blocking the entire cell. On

the basis of the wall properties and solving one dimensional heat balance equations to find

convective heat transfer, a transient surface temperature can be calculated [39]. Illustration

of the thin walled cell is given in Fig. (2.2).

Figure 2.2: Thin walled cell

Numerical calculation

The equations needed for the calculation, are discretized by an integration over the control

volumes [39]. By substituting to finite difference type approximations, the integral equations

are transformed to a system of coupled algebraic equations. The equations are solved by

an iterative method [41]. The solver used in the simulation is the SIMPLEC algorithm. The

SIMPLEC algorithm uses the same solution chart as the SIMPLE algorithm [39]. The solution

chart used is described by Gran [13]:

1. Guess initial conditions for all variables.
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2. Update the boundary conditions.

3. Solve the momentum equations.

4. Solve the pressure-correction equation.

5. Correct the pressure, mass flow rate and Cartesian velocity components.

6. Solve the k equation.

7. Solve the ≤ equation.

8. Solve the other scalar equations.

9. Calculate the temperature, density and viscosity.

10. Use the new values as initial condition, and repeat steps 2 to 10 until convergence is

reached.

The solver used for pressure correction and pressure in the simulations, are Stone Strongly

Implicit. The maximum number of iterations for pressure correction and pressure equations

are chosen to be 100, while the maximum number for all other equations are chosen to be 4.

The solver used for transport equations including momentum is Quadratic Tridiagonal Ma-

trix Algorithm (QTDMA). When the calculation converges, the next time step is initiated [41].

The calculation converges if the equation solver convergence criterion is met and a new time

step is initiated. The equation solver convergence criterion describes the ratio between in-

going and outgoing residual, and is chosen to be 0.0001 [39]. The same numerical algorithm,

solvers and convergence criterion are used for all simulations in this thesis.

The Courant number is defined [37] as:

Co = am
¢t
¢x

(2.103)

where am [m/s] is the magnitude of the velocity, ¢t [s] is the time step and ¢x [m] is the

length interval. The Courant number can be thought of as a value in numerical simulation

that describes how far a particle in a flow are allowed to travel per time step. If the Courant

number is too large, the calculation will lose track of particles and their motion. This could

lead to instabilities.

Numerical Solution of the spray equations

The "Lsode" method is used as solution algorithms for the spray equations. The time step of

the droplets is based on the gas phase time step, but to ensure a proper interaction with the

gas phase, the droplet time step will be sub-cycled. This is done to prevent the droplet from

moving beyond the centre of neighbour cells in one (sub)time step. When a full gas time step

is reached, the droplet (sub)time stepping ends [39].
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Chapter 3

Method

The numerical simulations carried out in this thesis were done in Kameleon FireEx (KFX). A

selection of cases was created to investigate the effect of various parameters on fire develop-

ment inside a compartment. First, a base case was created. This case was made based on the

fire test JF5, given in Sec. (1.2.3). The base case will hereafter be called: "The advanced geom-

etry case (base case)". Second, a selection of cases was created, where parameters were ad-

justed to investigate the effects of geometry import, geometry cell types, single-component

or multi-component spray dispersion, fuel flow rate, droplet size, dispersion angle, insula-

tion, size of ventilation opening and Courant number.

3.1 Setup of the base case: The advanced geometry case

3.1.1 Numerical solution and calculation domain

A calculation domain of approximately 617 000 control volumes was created. The grid was

mostly uniform with quadratic cells of 0.2m length. With exception of the lower z-direction

boundary, a gradual increase in the cell volumes, as moving towards the domain boundaries,

was specified. A modelled enclosure was placed inside the part of the calculation domain,

where the cell volumes were uniform. The geometry of the modelled enclosure is shown in

Fig. (3.1). One horizontal and one vertical structure, in the form of cylinders, were present

inside the enclosure.

The modelled enclosure was created in Doozer, which is a built-in three-dimensional

CAD drawing tool in KFX [40]. In the current work, Doozer has been used to make a model

based on the enclosure used in test JF5, given in Drangsholt et al. [6]. The model was de-

signed in Doozer with wall thickness and wall properties comparable to JF5. The walls and

ceiling of the enclosure in JF5 were insulated with Kaowool Pyro-bloc modular insulation

with a stainless steel lining on the side of the wall exposed to the flame [6]. In the geome-

try designed in Doozer, the materials of the walls, structures and ceiling were simplified to a

single material with properties calculated as average values of the materials used in JF5. The

wall thickness (¢xtot) was 0.151m. Initial temperature of the walls were 293K, identical to

35
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Figure 3.1: Fire enclosure geometry

the initial ambient air temperature. The conductivity (K ) was calculated:

Ktot =
¢xtot

¢xlining

Klining
+ ¢xinsulation

Kinsulation

= 0.161W/mK (3.1)

Density Ωtot:

Ωtot =
Ωlining¢xlining +Ωinsulation¢xinsulation

¢xtot
= 243.71kg/m3 (3.2)

Heat capacity Cp,tot:

Cp,tot =
Cp,liningΩlining¢xlining +Cp,insulationΩinsulation¢xinsulation

Ωlining¢xinsulation +Ωinsulation¢xinsulation
= 0.997kJ/kgK (3.3)

For the enclosure walls the absorption coefficient a was 0.9.

The compartment floor was modelled with a thickness of 0.151m and properties listed in
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Drangsholt et al. [6] for Siporex: Ω = 500kg/m3, Cp = 1kJ/kgK and K =0.12W/mk. After the

geometry was made in Doozer, a geometry import was done generating a calculation grid, a

simulation geometry model and a porosity file.

The geometry import created a geometry model in the KFX domain consisting of both

solid cells and thin walled cells, described in Sec. (2.8). While the structures inside the en-

closure (see Fig. (3.1)) were left as specified after the import, the enclosure wall, ceiling and

floor cells were all altered to thin walled cells. The material properties and thicknesses of the

walls and ceiling were left unaltered and equal to Eqs. (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3). The properties

and thicknesses of the enclosure floor were altered from the Siporex properties to that of the

ceiling and walls.

Initial and Boundary conditions

For the calculation domain, initial and boundary conditions were specified. The lower bound-

ary of the domain was modelled as a solid isothermal wall to simulate the surface of earth. No

heat or flow were allowed to pass through the boundary. The other boundaries of the domain

were modelled as non-reflecting free flow boundaries. All outgoing flow were destructed and

disappeared from the calculation domain. No wind was specified in the simulation, giving

no inflow at the boundaries. Initial properties of the free flow cells in the calculation domain

were that of air with a composition of 21 mol% O2 and 79 mol% N2. Initial temperature was

293K. In the free flow cells, an initial value for turbulent kinetic energy of 1J/kg and initial

value of dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy of 1000W/kg were chosen.

Numerical calculation and courant number

For the simulation, the equation solver convergence criterion was set to 0.0001. The time

step was set to be between 0.005s and 0.2s. The Courant number had an initial value of 0.5,

and increase factor (how much the Courant number can change per time step) of 1.1. In

this thesis, the effect of the maximum Courant number was investigated by increasing the

maximum Courant number during the simulation from 2 to 5.

3.1.2 Combustion

For the simulations in this thesis, 10 reactions were solved. In the reaction hierarchy, the

hydrocarbon reactions were calculated simultaneously, before the the CO and H2 reactions

were calculated simultaneously. The calculated reactions were:

C3H8 +1.5O2 ! 3CO +4H2 (3.4)

C4H10 +2O2 ! 4CO +5H2 (3.5)
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C5H12 +2.5O2 ! 5CO +6H2 (3.6)

C6H14 +3O2 ! 6CO +7H2 (3.7)

C7H16 +3.5O2 ! 7CO +8H2 (3.8)

C8H18 +4O2 ! 8CO +9H2 (3.9)

C9H20 +4.5O2 ! 9CO +10H2 (3.10)

C10H22 +5O2 ! 10CO +11H2 (3.11)

CO +0.5O2 !CO2 (3.12)

H2 +0.5O2 ! H2O (3.13)

All cells were set to potentially ignite given the right conditions. Ignition time was set to

0 s.

3.1.3 Spray and Droplet modelling

For every species in the simulation, the number of numerical droplets that was released per

second was 4000. The droplets were simulated to originate from the position x=6.375m,

y=2.75m, z=0.62m, with a composition given by Table (3.1). This composition was compa-

rable to the composition used in JF5, given in Drangsholt et al. [6].

Table 3.1: Composition of fuel, mole fractions

Composition mol%
Propane (C3) 0.007
Butane (C4) 7.075
Pentane (C5) 21.625
Hexane (C6) 12.517
Heptane (C7) 15.325
Octane (C8) 15.721
Nonane (C9) 7.949
Decane (C10) 19.783

Every component of the fuel were simulated as an independent spray, giving 8 indepen-

dent sprays originating from the same position. The total mass flow rate of fuel, spraying
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out of the nozzle, was for the first 850s of the simulation, 0.85kg/s. From 850s to 894s, a lin-

ear reduction to 0.75kg/s was performed. The flow rate was held constant at 0.75kg/s until

1004s, before linearly decreasing to 0, reached at 1014s. The mass injection rate for each of

the fuels was calculated by:

Ṁinj, fuel =
MWfuXfu

PC 10
k=C 3 MWk Xk

Ṁtot (3.14)

where MW represents the molar mass and Ṁtot is the total flow rate. The spray pointed to-

wards the compartment ceiling, with direction: x=0, y=0, z=1. The injection velocity was

calculated as:

v = 4Ṁtot

ºd 2Ω
(3.15)

where d is the nozzle diameter (0.0057m) and Ω is the fuel mixture density (735 kg/m3).

The droplet temperature was 300K. The hollow cone angle was 0 degrees.

The initial droplet diameters of the fuels were given by the Sauter Mean Diameter (SMD),

calculated from Witlox et al. [44]:

SMD = d(74We°0.85Re0.44(
Ln

d
)0.114(

µl

µw
)0.97(

æa,l

æa,w
)°0.37(

Ωl

Ωw
)°0.11) (3.16)

where We is the Weber number given by:

We = Ωl v2d
æa,l

(3.17)

and the Reynolds number (Re) is given by:

Re = Ωl vd
µl

(3.18)

Ln is the nozzle width. Given that the nozzle in this simulation had a circular orifice,

Ln equals d . v is the injection velocity at a discharge rate of 0.85kg/s (=44.78m/s). µ is the

dynamic viscosity,æa is the surface tension, Ω is the density. The subscript l refers to fuel sat-

urated liquid properties at 16.5bar (nozzle pressure) for density and dynamic viscosity, and

1atm for surface tension. The subscript w refers to properties of water at standard condi-

tions (pressure of 1atm and temperature of 0±C). The calculated droplet diameters are given

in Table (3.2).

The dispersion angle was defined as the angle of the outer edge of the spray in relation

to the axial direction of the spray. The dispersion angle (µ) was calculated from Ashgriz

[1](p.229)

tan(
µ

2
) = 0.31(

Ωg

Ω
)0.19 (3.19)

where Ωg is the density of the ambient gas, and Ω is the density of the fuel. Using a density of
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Table 3.2: SMD – Droplet diameters

Component SMD
Propane (C3) 531.1 µm
Butane (C4) 337.6 µm
Pentane (C5) 312.8 µm
Hexane (C6) 267 µm
Heptane (C7) 241 µm
Octane (C8) 231 µm
Nonane (C9) 193.4 µm
Decane (C10) 162 µm

1.2754kg/m3 forΩg and 735kg/m3 forΩ (which is the mixture density specified in Drangsholt

et al. [6]), gave a dispersion angle of approximately 10±. This dispersion angle was chosen for

all the components in the spray.

3.2 Alternative simulations

A selection of alternative simulations was made for investigating the effect different param-

eters could have on fire development.

3.2.1 Enclosure modelling

Due to the several ways of modelling solid structures in KFX, an understanding of the ef-

fects the different geometry modelling choices have is imperative. The effect of enclosure

modelling was investigated through comparisons between a selection of cases.

Simple geometry case

The geometry model used in the simple geometry case was made in Doozer. The walls, ceil-

ing and floor were made by simple shell boundaries. The properties of the walls were, ini-

tially, given typical values of steel: Ω=7850kg/m3, Cp =490J/kgK and K =50W/mK.

The geometry was imported into KFX, generating a calculation grid, a simulation geom-

etry model and a porosity file. The simulation geometry model created in the calculation

domain, had walls, ceiling and floor modelled as thin walled cells, described in Sec. (2.8).

The structures at the inside of the enclosure (see Fig. (3.1)), were made out of a selection

of solid and thin walled cells. The defined cell types were left unaltered in the calculation

domain. The material properties and thicknesses of the imported geometry walls, ceiling

and floor were altered to identical thickness, of 0.151m, and properties, given in Eqs. (3.1),

(3.2) and (3.3), as the advanced geometry case (base case). All other calculation parameters

were left identical to the advanced geometry case. The only parameter differing the simple

geometry case and the advanced geometry case, was the CAD model.
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No-imported-geometry case

A simulation case was made without importing a Doozer CAD geometry model. An empty

calculation grid was created equal to the one in the advanced geometry case (base case). A

geometry was made in the calculation domain, as given in Fig. (3.1), but the horizontal and

vertical structures were excluded. The insulated geometry walls, ceiling and floor were made

out of thin walled cells, given in Sec. (2.8), with identical thickness, of 0.151m, and proper-

ties, from Eqs. (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3), as the advanced geometry case (base case). All other

calculation parameters were identical to the advanced geometry case (base case). The pa-

rameters differing the no-imported-geometry case and advanced geometry case (base case),

were the CAD model import and the exclusion of the horizontal and vertical structures.

KFX geometry case

The KFX geometry case was identical to the advanced geometry case (base case), except that

no cell alterations were done after the import. All cell types, material properties and thick-

nesses were as specified in Doozer and created by the KFX CAD import generator. The ge-

ometry cell types chosen by KFX, were a mix of thin walled cells and solid cells, as described

in Sec. (2.8). All other calculation parameters were as specified for the advanced geometry

case (base case).

Solid cell case

For investigation of the effect of different wall cell types, one case (hereafter called the solid

cell case) was created for comparison against the advanced geometry case (base case). The

case was identical to the advanced geometry case (base case), except where the advanced

geometry case (base case) geometry cells were altered to thin walled cells, the solid cell case

had geometry cells altered to solid cells as described in Sec. (2.8). All other parameters in-

cluding material properties and thicknesses were identical to the advanced geometry case

(base case).

Adiabatic case

The effect of the compartment insulation was investigated by setting up a case (hereafter

called the adiabatic case), where the enclosure walls, ceiling and roof were modelled as adi-

abatic. The modelling of adiabatic walls was obtained by setting the heat conductivity (K ) of

the walls, ceiling and floor to 10°6 W/mK. Except for the heat conductivity, the case was iden-

tical to the advanced geometry case (base case). The adiabatic case was compared against

the advanced geometry case (base case) to observe the effect of enclosure insulation on the

fire development.
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Big vent case

The effect of additional ventilation at the inside of the compartment was investigated through

a case where the size of the ventilation opening was increased (hereafter called the big vent

case). The size of the ventilation opening was adjusted by increasing the vent height with

one cell row (0.2m) and increasing the width of the vent to equal the width of the compart-

ment. This meant an increase in vent area of approximately 7.8m2. The big vent case was

identical to the advanced geometry case (base case), except for the vent size.

3.2.2 Spray dispersion

Spray dispersion is complex, with many parameters that could potentially affect the flame

development. For this reason, simplified modelling of the spray, as seen in KFX [39], is done.

An understanding of the impact the spray dispersion has on fire development, is important

for further research into spray dispersion and fire modelling. For investigation of the effect

of spray dispersion modelling, a selection of 5 cases were created, where different spray pa-

rameters were altered. All the cases were created with the advanced geometry case as a base.

The parameters investigated were fuel composition, fuel flow rate, droplet diameter and dis-

persion angle.

One-component case

The effect the composition of the fuel had on fire development was investigated by com-

paring the advanced geometry case (base case), with a multicomponent fuel composition,

with a single component fuel release case (the one-component case). The liquid component

chosen as fuel was decane. Decane was chosen as fuel because of a density of approximately

730 kg/m3, which was approximately the same as for the measured composition in Drang-

sholt et al. [6]. All other parameters than the fuel composition, were identical between the

advanced geometry (base case) and the single component case.

Low fuel flow rate case

The effect of decreasing the fuel flow rate in the simulations was investigated by comparing

the advanced geometry case (base case), with a case with half the fuel flow rate of the ad-

vanced geometry case (base case). This gave an initial fuel release rate, for the low fuel flow

rate case, of 0.425kg/s, and 0.375kg/s after 894s. All other parameters than the fuel compo-

sition were identical between the advanced geometry case (base case) and the low fuel flow

rate case.

Small diameter case

For investigation of the effect of droplet diameters, two cases with different droplet diame-

ters were created and compared against the advanced geometry case (base case). The small
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diameter case was identical to the advanced geometry case (base case), except the droplet

diameters were altered to 1
5 th of the SMD values given in Table (3.2).

Large diameter case

The large diameter case was set up as the small diameter case, but with droplet diameters 5

times as large as the SMD values given in Table (3.2). The large diameter case was, otherwise,

identical to the small diameter and the advanced geometry (base case) cases.

Small dispersion angle case

The effect of the dispersion angle of the spray was investigated through comparing the ad-

vanced geometry case (base case)(dispersion angle of 10±) with two cases with different dis-

persion angles. One of the cases (hereafter called the small dispersion angle case) had a

dispersion angle of 5±, while otherwise being identical to the advanced geometry case (base

case).

Large dispersion angle case

For the other case investigating the effect of the dispersion angle (hereafter called the large

dispersion angle case) a dispersion angle of 20± was chosen. Except for the adjusted disper-

sion angle, the large dispersion angle case was identical to the small dispersion angle and

advanced geometry cases (base case).

3.3 Logging of simulation parameters

History points

For logging of parameter and property values inside the calculation domain, a number of his-

tory points were distributed inside the calculation domain. The history points were placed

at the cell centre and stored the specified properties in a separate file. This file contained

the transient development of the chosen properties at the specified cell. One of the chosen

properties, to be logged, was the thermocouple temperature. In JF5, thermocouple temper-

ature was used for presentation of results. To be able to compare the simulated results with

the results from JF5, thermocouple temperatures were modelled in KFX. The thermocouple

temperature was modelled by heat exchange through a solid material. On one side of the

material was the gas temperature, on the other side of the material was the thermocouple

temperature. The thermocouple was modelled as a half sphere connected with a cylinder

at the flat side. The diameter of the thermocouple was 0.0015m and the length was 0.01m,

with direction in negative x-direction. The material properties were constant with a den-

sity of 8730kg/m3, heat capacity of 500J/kgK, heat conductivity of 8W/mK and a radiation

absorption coefficient of 0.9 [39].
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Bulletmonitor

At set points in the calculation domain, information about radiation was stored by using

bullet monitors. Bullet monitors stored intensities calculated from the ray tracing in the

discrete transfer radiation model on a spherical surface. The surface was split up in a number

of solid angles, where every solid angle had an intensity connected to it. The desired number

of solid angles was set to 9999, which describes how detailed the intensity distribution on

the surface of the sphere is. To find the radiation heat flux related to a point on the surface,

every intensity was multiplied with the cosine of the angle between the surface normal, and

the direction vector from the point on the surface to the location of the intensity on the

sphere around the point. The angle weighted intensities were integrated over the sphere to

obtain a value for the radiation heat flux [39]. A number of locations for the bullet monitors

were chosen, with a surface normal for the bullet monitors pointing towards the floor of the

compartment (negative z-direction). Bullet monitor intensities were stored every second,

giving a transient heat flux distribution.

3.3.1 Positions for logging of results during simulations

For the comparison of results 8 different logging points were chosen. 4 logging points show-

ing temperature, 3 showing heat flux, and one showing flow rate. The positions of the logging

points are given in: Table (3.3) and Fig. (3.2).

Table 3.3: Logging point positions

Label Type x–coordinate
[m]

y–coordinate
[m]

z–coordinate
[m]

1 Thermocouple tem-
perature [K]

-0.250 2.750 2.294

2 Thermocouple tem-
perature [K]

3.250 2.750 4.524

3 Thermocouple tem-
perature [K]

6.290 2.750 4.524

4 Thermocouple tem-
perature [K]

12.750 1.350 4.600

5 Radiation heat flux
(bullet monitor)
[W/m2]

1.005 2.750 5.900

6 Radiation heat flux
(bullet monitor)
[W/m2]

6.745 2.750 5.900

7 Radiation heat flux
(bullet monitor)
[W/m2]

11.755 2.750 5.900

8 Flow velocity~x [m/s] -0.250 2.750 0.365
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Figure 3.2: Position of logging points at the inside of the enclosure
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Chapter 4

Results

4.1 3D CAD geometry model

For investigation of the effect a 3D CAD model has on the calculations, four different cases

are compared: Three cases where the geometry and properties of the 3D CAD model were

adjusted in the KFX domain window after the geometry import (advanced geometry (base

case), simple geometry and no-imported-geometry cases), and one case where the geome-

try and properties of the geometry were not adjusted (KFX geometry case). The adjustments

done were related to the grid and geometry in the calculation domain, and the porosity file.

All other parameters in the cases are identical, as described in Ch. (3). By comparing the

cases, the aim is to investigate the different ways of modelling the enclosure (modelling

through the KFX geometry import, through the domain window and combinations of the

two). The cases are compared on the basis of values obtained in the logging points 1-8.

Flame development

Large differences in flame development were observed between the KFX geometry case, and

the simple geometry, advanced geometry (base case) and no-imported-geometry cases. Ini-

tially, all cases had similar flame development. At 0.22s after fuel release, the flame was

ignited close to the fuel release point. After ignition, the flame grew gradually towards the

ceiling, impinging on the ceiling at 0.66s after fuel release. The flame expanded along the

ceiling, leading to a build up of a flame "layer" in the upper part of the enclosure. The flame

layer increased in size, reaching the vent approximately 10s after the fuel release was started.

The flame stretched out through the vent and an external flame was established. After this

point, the KFX geometry case had a different transient development than the simple geome-

try, advanced geometry (base case) and no-imported-geometry cases. For the KFX geometry

case, the quasi-stable, upper layer flame was maintained. Flames were observed in the up-

per part of the enclosure, while oxygen were observed in the lower part of the enclosure. The

simple geometry, advanced geometry (base case) and no-imported-geometry cases showed

similar transient developments. At approximately 10s from fuel release, flames close to the

47
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Figure 4.1: Investigation into the effect of 3D CAD model imports, Different CAD models and
import procedures are compared, thermocouple temperatures, logging point 1.

west wall of the enclosure were extinguished. This resulted in the flame moving towards the

vent in the east wall. From approximately 120s after fuel release, a quasi-stable flame was

observed at a boundary reaching from the fuel release point to the east wall. The flames

stretched between the north and the south walls and were observed to enclose the upper

part of the vent. On the east side of the boundary, oxygen was observed, and on the west side

of the boundary, fuel was observed. The quasi-stable external flames in the simple geom-

etry, advanced geometry (base case) and no-imported-geometry cases were observed to be

significantly higher than what was observed in the KFX geometry case.

Temperatures at the inside of the compartment

Thermocouple temperatures at logging point 1 were similar for all four cases, given in Fig.

(4.1). All cases showed a large increase in temperatures initially, followed by more stable

temperatures of approximately 1400K. In the quasi-stable temperature time period, a small

transient increase in temperatures was observed. The KFX geometry case recorded smaller

amplitudes in the temperature variations during the quasi-stable temperature time period,

than the advanced geometry (base case), simple geometry and no-imported-geometry cases.

At logging point 2, given in Fig. (4.2), larger temperature differences between the cases

than what was seen at logging point 1 were observed. The KFX geometry case generally

recorded the highest temperatures. All four cases had a sharp initial increase in temperatures

reaching up towards 1600K, before a decrease to quasi-stable temperatures was observed.

The KFX geometry case had a slow increase in temperatures for the duration of the quasi-
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Figure 4.2: Investigation into the effect of 3D CAD model imports, Different CAD models and
import procedures are compared, thermocouple temperatures, logging point 2.

stable temperature time period, reaching a maximum temperature of approximately 1600K,

before the fuel release was stopped. For the simple geometry, advanced geometry (base case)

and no-imported-geometry cases, a sharper temperature increase was observed between

850s and 1050s after fuel release, reaching a maximum temperature of approximately 1600K.

The trend regarding temperature variations observed at logging point 1, was also seen at

logging point 2.

At logging point 3, given in Fig. (4.3), the differences between the KFX geometry case

and the advanced geometry (base case), simple geometry and no-imported-geometry cases,

in recorded temperatures, was up towards 400K. The simple geometry, advanced geome-

try (base case) and no-imported-geometry cases recorded similar temperature distributions,

with the no-imported-geometry case generally logging slightly higher temperatures than the

advanced (base case) and simple geometry cases, especially in the initial stages of the simu-

lation. All cases logged a sharp temperature increase towards the end of the simulation. Less

temperature variations were recorded at logging point 3 than at logging point 1 and 2.

At logging point 4, given in Fig. (4.4), the large differences in recorded temperatures be-

tween the KFX geometry case and the simple geometry, advanced geometry (base case) and

no-imported-geometry cases, were further increased compared to logging point 3. The tem-

peratures recorded at logging point 4, for the simple geometry, advanced geometry (base

case) and no-imported-geometry cases were very similar to the temperatures recorded at

logging point 3, while for the KFX geometry case a large temperature increase compared to

logging point 3 was recorded. A maximum temperature of over 1800K was observed for the

KFX geometry case. The KFX geometry case also showed more temperature variations than
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Figure 4.3: Investigation into the effect of 3D CAD model imports, Different CAD models and
import procedures are compared, thermocouple temperatures, logging point 3.

Figure 4.4: Investigation into the effect of 3D CAD model imports, Different CAD models and
import procedures are compared, thermocouple temperatures, logging point 4.
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the other three cases, with the amplitudes of the variations reaching as high as 450K.

Wall temperatures

During the quasi-stable temperature time period, temperatures on the inside and outside

surfaces of the wall were observed. For the simple and advanced geometry (base case) cases,

temperatures between 600 and 1650K were observed on the inside of the enclosure walls.

The highest temperatures were observed close to the vent, while the coldest temperatures

were observed close to the west wall of the enclosure. On the outside surface of the walls,

uniform temperatures of approximately 300K were observed, but higher temperatures of

above 1600K were observed on the outside surface of the east wall, facing the flame.

The temperatures recorded at the inside of the enclosure walls in the no-imported-geometry

case, differed slightly from the simple and advanced geometry (base case) cases. The max-

imum temperatures close to the vent were approximately 1600K, while the minimum tem-

peratures, observed close to the west wall, were higher for the no-imported-geometry case,

than the simple and advanced (base case) geometry cases, at approximately 800K. On the

outside of the enclosure walls, the temperatures recorded were less uniform than what was

observed for the simple and advanced (base case) geometry cases, varying between approxi-

mately 290 and 390K. The highest temperatures on the outside of the walls were located close

to the vent, while the lower temperatures were located close to the west wall of the enclosure.

As for the simple and advanced (base case) geometry cases, similarly high temperatures were

recorded close to the flame, on the outside of the east wall.

For the KFX geometry case, the temperatures recorded on the inside of the enclosure

walls differed from the simple geometry, advanced geometry (base case) and no-imported-

geometry cases. Maximum temperatures of 1850K and minimum temperatures of approx-

imately 950K were recorded at the inside of the enclosure walls. Interestingly, for the KFX

geometry case, the highest temperatures were recorded close to the west wall, while the low-

est temperatures were recorded close to the floor of the compartment. On the outside of the

enclosure walls, temperatures between 265 and 350K were recorded. The temperatures on

the outside of the enclosure walls were highest close to the vent. On the outside of the east

wall, similar temperature distributions as in the the simple geometry, advanced geometry

(base case) and no-imported-geometry cases, were recorded. All four cases showed large

transient temperature variations on the inside surface of the enclosure walls.

Radiation heat flux

During the simulations, radiation heat fluxes were logged at three positions just below the

ceiling of the compartment, given in Figs. (4.5), (4.6) and (4.7). The recording of radiation

heat fluxes showed a similar trend as observed for the temperatures, where more radiation

heat flux were recorded in the KFX geometry case than the other cases.

At logging point 5, given in Fig. (4.5), the simple geometry, advanced geometry (base
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Figure 4.5: Investigation into the effect of 3D CAD model imports, Different CAD models and
import procedures are compared, radiation heat flux, logging point 5

case) and no-imported-geometry cases recorded more variations in radiation heat flux than

the KFX geometry case. variation amplitudes of approximately 100kW/m2 were logged,

compared to approximately 50kW/m2 for the KFX geometry case. Initially, very high radi-

ation heat fluxes were recorded for all cases, followed by a decrease to more stable values. All

the cases except the simple geometry case, had a transient, noticeable, increase in recorded

radiation heat flux during the quasi-stable period.

At logging point 6, given in Fig. (4.6), all the cases showed a decrease in recorded radia-

tion heat flux compared to logging point 5. The simple geometry, advanced geometry (base

case) and no-imported-geometry cases recorded less variations in radiation heat flux, while

the KFX geometry case recorded more variations, compared to what were seen at logging

point 5. Immediately before the fuel release was stopped, all cases showed a sudden in-

crease in recorded heat fluxes. For the advanced geometry (base case), simple geometry and

no-imported-geometry cases, the variations decreased transiently. The KFX geometry case

showed an increase in recorded heat fluxes after approximately 700s after the fuel release

was started.

At logging point 7, given in Fig. (4.7), the heat fluxes recorded for the simple geometry,

advanced geometry (base case) and no-imported-geometry cases were very similar to that

logged at logging point 6, but with smaller peaks in the heat fluxes observed close to the

end of the simulation. The KFX geometry case showed a different transient development at

logging point 7, compared to logging point 6. The recorded heat fluxes were much higher

and with much more variations.
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Figure 4.6: Investigation into the effect of 3D CAD model imports, Different CAD models and
import procedures are compared, radiation heat flux, logging point 6

Figure 4.7: Investigation into the effect of 3D CAD model imports, Different CAD models and
import procedures are compared, radiation heat flux, logging point 7
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Figure 4.8: Investigation into the effect of 3D CAD model imports, Different CAD models and
import procedures are compared, vent flow, logging point 8

Oxygen distribution

Logging of oxygen inside the enclosure was done at the z=0.3m plane. Logging of the vent

flow was done at logging point 8, given in Fig. (4.8). For logging of oxygen content inside the

enclosure, transient development in the quasi-stable temperature time span was observed.

At logging point 8, a flow was observed entering the compartment.

For the simple geometry, advanced geometry (base case) and no-imported-geometry

cases, oxygen of approximately atmospheric quantity, as described in Sec. 3.1.1, was ob-

served to enter 5-7m into the room, measured from the vent. For the advanced geometry

(base case) and no-imported-geometry cases, the oxygen was observed to flutter between

the south wall and the north wall. The KFX geometry case showed a very different develop-

ment regarding air flow inside the enclosure, than the three other cases. At the z=0.3m plane,

oxygen of approximately atmospheric quantity was observed reaching all parts of the com-

partment. While oxygen was observed at all positions, some low oxygen areas were observed

at various positions during the simulation.

4.2 Thin walled and solid cell enclosure construction

In the KFX domain solid constructions can basically be modelled in two different ways, with

solid cells or thin walled cells, given in Sec. (2.8). The comparison of the advanced geometry

(base case)(thin walled cell construction) and the solid cell (solid cell construction) cases, is

done to investigate the effect the choice of solid cell type has on the simulations.
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Flame development

The advanced geometry (base case) and solid cell cases recorded similar initial fire devel-

opment. The initial flame development was as described in Sec. (4.1). From approximately

120s after start of the fuel release, a quasi-stable fire was observed inside the compartment.

The quasi-stable flames of the advanced geometry case (base case) and the solid cell case

were slightly different. While both cases developed flames in the boundary between an oxy-

gen rich zone close to the vent and a fuel rich zone facing the west wall, the flame zone was

thinner for the solid cell case. The flame of the solid cell case reached from the floor at ap-

proximately 4m into the enclosure, measured from the vent, to the upper edge of the vent.

The flames of the adiabatic case did not enclose the upper part of the vent and east wall, as

were observed for the advanced geometry case (base case). From approximately 930s after

fuel release, the flame was observed to increase for the solid cell case, with stable flames in

the east half of the room from approximately 940s.

Temperatures

At logging point 1, given in Fig. (4.9), the advanced geometry case (base case) and the solid

cell case recorded very similar temperatures. For the advanced geometry case (base case),

slightly higher temperatures were recorded initially compared to the solid cell case. The solid

cell case had a more gradual increase to quasi-stable temperatures than the advanced ge-

ometry case (base case). Similar temperature variations were recorded for both cases in the

quasi-stable temperature period.

At logging point 2, given in Fig. (4.10), slightly higher temperatures were recorded initially

for the advanced geometry case (base case), compared to the solid cell case. The tempera-

ture differences between the cases diminished during the transient development, leading to

approximately equal temperatures at the end of the simulations.

Similar trends as seen at logging point 2, continued at logging point 3, given in Fig. (4.11).

The advanced geometry case (base case) generally recorded higher temperatures than the

solid cell case. Although diminishing slightly, a temperature difference between the cases

was observed transiently to the end of the simulation. For both cases, a sharp increase in

temperatures was observed before the fuel release was stopped.

For logging point 4, given in Fig. (4.12), the thermocouple temperature logging point

of the solid cell case was located inside the wall. The temperatures recorded in the solid

cell case can therefore not be compared to the thermocouple temperatures recorded for the

advanced geometry case (base case).

Radiation heat flux

The logging of radiation heat fluxes revealed similar trends as observed for the temperatures.

High radiation heat fluxes initially, followed by a decrease to quasi-stable values, were ob-

served at all three radiation heat flux logging points. Higher heat fluxes and more variations
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Figure 4.9: Investigation into the effect of different cell types for modelling of solid walls.
Solid cell type is compared to thin walled cell type. thermocouple temperatures, logging
point 1

Figure 4.10: Investigation into the effect of different cell types for modelling of solid walls.
Solid cell type is compared to thin walled cell type. thermocouple temperatures, logging
point 2
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Figure 4.11: Investigation into the effect of different cell types for modelling of solid walls.
Solid cell type is compared to thin walled cell type. thermocouple temperatures, logging
point 3

Figure 4.12: Investigation into the effect of different cell types for modelling of solid walls.
Solid cell type is compared to thin walled cell type. thermocouple temperatures, logging
point 4
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Figure 4.13: Investigation into the effect of different cell types for modelling of solid walls.
Solid cell type is compared to thin walled cell type. Radiation heat flux, logging point 5

were observed for both the advanced geometry (base case) and solid cell cases at logging

point 5, given in Fig. (4.13), than observed at logging points 6, given in Fig. (4.14), and at

logging point 7, given in (4.15). At all logging points, the advanced geometry case (base case)

recorded slightly higher radiation heat fluxes than the solid cell case. At logging points 6

and 7, the difference in radiation heat flux between the cases was observed to increase tran-

siently. For both the advanced geometry case (base case) and the solid cell case, a peak of

high heat fluxes was recorded close to the end of the simulation at logging points 6 and 7.

Interestingly, the peak of the solid cell case was observed 200s after the advanced geometry

case (base case). At logging point 5, while the radiation heat flux of the advanced geometry

case (base case) started to diminish from approximately 1050s, the recorded radiation heat

flux of the solid cell case continued to increase until approximately 1300s after start of fuel

release.

Oxygen inside the compartment

The oxygen quantity inside the compartment was logged at the z=0.3m plane during the

quasi-stable temperature time. Logging of flow in u direction was done at logging point

8, given in Fig. (4.16). The advanced geometry case (base case) and the solid cell case

showed very similar development regarding oxygen quantity inside the compartment and

flow through the lower part of the vent.

For both cases, approximately atmospheric oxygen was observed to enter 5-7m into the

enclosure, measured from the vent. The distance the oxygen reached into the compartment
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Figure 4.14: Investigation into the effect of different cell types for modelling of solid walls.
Solid cell type is compared to thin walled cell type. Radiation heat flux, logging point 6

Figure 4.15: Investigation into the effect of different cell types for modelling of solid walls.
Solid cell type is compared to thin walled cell type. Radiation heat flux, logging point 7
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Figure 4.16: Investigation into the effect of different cell types for modelling of solid walls.
Solid cell type is compared to thin walled cell type. vent flow, logging point 8

was very stable for both cases, but for both cases the oxygen was observed to flutter in y-

direction, between the north wall and the south wall.

4.3 Fuel composition and flow rate of spray

The effect of the fuel composition and the flow rate of fuel are investigated through a com-

parison of the advanced geometry (base case), low fuel flow rate and one-component cases.

The advanced geometry case (base case) had the fuel flow rate given in [6] and described in

Sec. (3.1.3). In the low fuel flow rate case the fuel flow rate was halved, compared to the ad-

vanced geometry case (base case). In the one-component case, the flow rate was identical to

the advanced geometry case (base case), but the fuel composition consisted only of decane.

Flame development

The one-component and advanced geometry (base case) cases showed similar flame devel-

opment. Initial flame development for the advanced geometry (base case), low fuel flow rate

and one-component cases was as described in Sec. (4.1). For the advanced geometry (base

case) and one-component cases, during the quasi-stable temperature time period, stable

flames were observed stretching from the fuel release point to the east wall, between the

north wall and south wall, enclosing the upper part of the vent and the east wall. The flames

were observed on a boundary between fuel on the west side of the flame, and air on the east

side of the flame. The low fuel flow rate case showed a different flame development after the
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Figure 4.17: Investigation into the effect of different fuel compositions and fuel flow rates.
The advanced geometry case (base case), with initial flow rate of 0.85kg/s and composition
given in Table. (3.1), is compared with one case with half the flow rate of the advanced ge-
ometry case (base case) and one case with pure decane as fuel. thermocouple temperatures,
logging point 1.

initial period, where the flame layer in the upper part of the enclosure was maintained for as

long fuel was released.

Temperatures

At the position of logging point 1, given in Fig. (4.17), similar temperatures were observed

for all cases. The low fuel flow rate case recorded slightly lower temperatures than the other

cases, during the quasi-stable temperature period. When the fuel release was stopped, the

final decrease in temperatures happened earlier for the low fuel flow rate case. The low fuel

flow rate case also had a slightly more gradual increase in temperatures up to the quasi-stable

temperatures.

At logging point 2, given in Fig. (4.18), a difference in temperatures were observed. The

low fuel flow rate case recorded higher temperatures than the advanced geometry (base

case) and one-component cases. The advanced geometry case (base case) and the one-

component case had a very similar temperature development, where similar temperatures

were recorded. Interestingly, the frequency of the variations of the low fuel flow rate case in

the quasi-stable temperature time period was very stable and similar amplitudes in temper-

ature were recorded. The final temperature decrease was observed earlier for the low fuel

flow rate case, than for the advanced geometry (base case) and one-component cases.

As for logging point 2, the low fuel flow rate case generally recorded higher temperatures
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Figure 4.18: Investigation into the effect of different fuel compositions and fuel flow rates.
The advanced geometry case (base case), with initial flow rate of 0.85kg/s and composition
given in Table. (3.1), is compared with one case with half the flow rate of the advanced ge-
ometry case (base case) and one case with pure decane as fuel. thermocouple temperatures,
logging point 2.

than the advanced geometry (base case) and one-component cases at logging point 3, given

in Fig. (4.19). The large variations seen for the low fuel flow rate case at logging point 2

were also observed at logging point 3. The advanced geometry case (base case) and the

one-component case recorded similar temperature distributions and for both cases a sharp

temperature increase was observed finally, when the fuel release was stopped. The final

temperature increase of the one-component case was significantly higher than what was

observed for the advanced geometry (base case) and low fuel flow rate cases, reaching close

to 1700K. The final temperature decrease was observed earlier for the low fuel flow rate case

than for the advanced geometry (base case) and one-component cases.

At logging point 4, given in Fig. (4.20), the temperature development of the advanced

geometry (base case) and one-component cases was very similar, as also observed at the

other temperature logging points. The low fuel flow rate case recorded higher temperatures

than the two other cases, but the stable variations seen at logging point 2 and 3 were slightly

more unstable at logging point 4. The final temperature decrease, after the fuel release was

stopped was observed earlier for the low fuel flow rate case, as also noted for logging points

2 and 3.
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Figure 4.19: Investigation into the effect of different fuel compositions and fuel flow rates.
The advanced geometry case (base case), with initial flow rate of 0.85kg/s and composition
given in Table. (3.1), is compared with one case with half the flow rate of the advanced ge-
ometry case (base case) and one case with pure decane as fuel. thermocouple temperatures,
logging point 3.

Figure 4.20: Investigation into the effect of different fuel compositions and fuel flow rates.
The advanced geometry case (base case), with initial flow rate of 0.85kg/s and composition
given in Table. (3.1), is compared with one case with half the flow rate of the advanced ge-
ometry case (base case) and one case with pure decane as fuel. thermocouple temperatures,
logging point 4.
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Figure 4.21: Investigation into the effect of different fuel compositions and fuel flow rates.
The advanced geometry case (base case), with initial flow rate of 0.85kg/s and composition
given in Table. (3.1), is compared with one case with half the flow rate of the advanced ge-
ometry case (base case) and one case with pure decane as fuel. Radiation heat flux, logging
point 5.

Radiation heat flux

At logging points 5, 6 and 7, given in Figs. (4.21), (4.22) and (4.23), the three cases showed

similar trends regarding radiation heat fluxes, as observed for the temperatures at logging

points 2, 3 and 4. The advanced geometry case (base case) and the one-component cases

recorded very similar radiation heat fluxes, while the low fuel flow rate case generally recorded

higher radiation heat fluxes at all the logging points 5, 6 and 7. The low fuel flow rate case

recorded very high variations in radiation heat fluxes compared to the advanced geometry

(base case) and one-component cases, variations of up to 400kW were recorded.

Oxygen quantity and flow rate

Observations of oxygen quantity inside the compartment were conducted during the quasi-

steady temperature time period, at the z=0.3m plane. For the one-component case, similar

oxygen distributions as for the advanced geometry case (base case) were observed. Oxygen

was observed to flow 5-7m into the enclosure, measured from the vent. In the low fuel flow

rate case, oxygen was observed entering all parts of the enclosure at the z=0.3m plane.

Regarding flow through the lower part of the vent, given in Fig. (4.24), the three cases

showed similar distributions. For the low fuel flow rate case, the inflow into the compart-

ment decreased earlier after the fuel flow rate was stopped, than what was observed for the
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Figure 4.22: Investigation into the effect of different fuel compositions and fuel flow rates.
The advanced geometry case (base case), with initial flow rate of 0.85kg/s and composition
given in Table. (3.1), is compared with one case with half the flow rate of the advanced ge-
ometry case (base case) and one case with pure decane as fuel. Radiation heat flux, logging
point 6.

Figure 4.23: Investigation into the effect of different fuel compositions and fuel flow rates.
The advanced geometry case (base case), with initial flow rate of 0.85kg/s and composition
given in Table. (3.1), is compared with one case with half the flow rate of the advanced ge-
ometry case (base case) and one case with pure decane as fuel. Radiation heat flux, logging
point 7.
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Figure 4.24: Investigation into the effect of different fuel compositions and fuel flow rates.
The advanced geometry case (base case), with initial flow rate of 0.85kg/s and composition
given in Table. (3.1), is compared with one case with half the flow rate of the advanced geom-
etry case (base case) and one case with pure decane as fuel. Flow rate at vent, logging point
8.

advanced geometry (base case) and the one-component cases.
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4.4 Droplet size

For investigation of the effect of spray droplet sizes, three cases are compared. The first case

is the advanced geometry case (base case) as described in Ch. (3). This case has droplet

diameters calculated from Eq. (3.16), given in Table (3.2). For comparison of the effect of

droplet diameters against this case, two cases, one with droplet diameters 5 times larger than

the advanced geometry case (the large diameter case) and one with droplet diameters 1/5th

of the advanced geometry case (the small diameter case) were created. The large diameter

and small diameter cases are identical to the advanced geometry case (base case), except for

the change in droplet diameter.

Flame development

The three cases showed different flame distributions during the quasi-stable temperature

time period. While the advanced geometry case (base case) had flames stretching from the

fuel release point towards the east wall, the large diameter case had flames observed in the

whole east half of the enclosure. For the small diameter case, the flame layer in the upper

part of the enclosure, observed initially for all three cases, was maintained for the whole

duration of the fuel release. Some positions with local extinction were observed close to the

west wall, for the small diameter case.

Evaporation

As can be seen from the Figs. (4.25), (4.26) and (4.27), the spray distribution and evaporation

depended on the droplet size. With larger droplet diameters, the droplets travel longer before

full evaporation. For the largest droplet diameter, given in Fig. (4.25), the spray was seen

impinging on the ceiling before all droplets evaporate. Due to the way sprays are modeled in

KFX, all droplets impinging on the ceiling will be terminated, giving no rain of unevaporated

droplets from the ceiling.

The advanced geometry case (base case), with droplet sizes as calculated by Eq. (3.16),

given in Fig. (4.26), gave no impingement of droplets on the ceiling of the enclosure. All

droplets were evaporated approximately 0.5-1m before the flow reached the ceiling.

For the case with the smallest droplet size, given in Fig. (4.27), the evaporation of the

droplets happened over a smaller distance. The spray was fully evaporated 1-2m above the

fuel release point. For every species of the composition, the number of numerical droplets

that was released per second were 4000.

Temperatures

At logging point 1, given in Fig. (4.28), the temperatures recorded were similar for the ad-

vanced geometry case (base case) and the large diameter case. The small diameter case had

a different temperature development than the two other cases. The temperatures recorded
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Figure 4.25: Investigation into the effect of fuel spray droplet size: Spray distribution inside
enclosure for the large diameter case with 5 times the droplet diameter of the advanced ge-
ometry case (base case). The image is from 400s after fuel release

Figure 4.26: Investigation into the effect of fuel spray droplet size: Spray distribution inside
enclosure for the advanced geometry case (base case) with droplet sizes given in Table. (3.2).
The image is from 400s after fuel release
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Figure 4.27: Investigation into the effect of fuel spray droplet size: Spray distribution inside
enclosure for small diameter case with 1/5th the droplet diameter of the advanced geometry
case (base case). The image is from 400s after fuel release

for the small diameter case at logging point 1, were approximately 200K lower than the tem-

peratures measured for the advanced geometry (base case) and the large diameter cases. It

was also observed that the small diameter case had smaller temperature variations, at log-

ging point 1, than the advanced geometry (base case) and large diameter cases.

The temperature differences between the advanced geometry (base case) and the large

diameter cases were larger at logging point 2, given in Fig. (4.29), than at logging point 1. The

temperatures recorded for the large diameter case were approximately 200K higher than the

advanced geometry case (base case). Both the advanced geometry (base case) and large di-

ameter cases had larger temperature variations at logging point 2, compared to logging point

1. At the start of the simulation, high temperatures of above 1600K were recorded for the ad-

vanced geometry (base case) and large diameter cases, before the temperatures decreased to

quasi-stable temperatures. A small transient increase in temperatures was observed during

the quasi-stable temperature time period, for all cases. The small diameter case had a much

more stable transient temperature distribution, with lower initial temperatures and less vari-

ations than the advanced geometry (base case) and large diameter cases. The quasi-stable

temperatures were higher for the small diameter case than for the advanced geometry (base

case) and large diameter cases. As for the advanced geometry (base case) and large diameter

cases, a small increase in temperatures was observed during the quasi-stable time period.

The temperature difference between the large diameter and the advanced geometry (base

case) cases, observed at logging point 2, increased at logging point 3, given in Fig. (4.30).

A decrease in temperature variations was observed for the advanced geometry case (base

case), compared to what was observed at logging points 1 and 2. While the advanced geom-

etry case (base case) had a large final increase in recorded temperatures, the large diameter

case did not. The large diameter case had a gradual increase in temperatures from around
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Figure 4.28: Investigation into the effect of fuel droplet size. The advanced geometry case
(base case)(with droplet diameters given in Table. (3.2)) is compared to the large diameter
case, with 5 times as large droplet diameter, and the small diameter case, with 1/5th the
droplet diameter. thermocouple temperatures, logging point 1.

Figure 4.29: Investigation into the effect of fuel droplet size. The advanced geometry case
(base case)(with droplet diameters given in Table. (3.2)) is compared to the large diameter
case, with 5 times as large droplet diameter, and the small diameter case, with 1/5th the
droplet diameter. thermocouple temperatures, logging point 2.
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Figure 4.30: Investigation into the effect of fuel droplet size. The advanced geometry case
(base case)(with droplet diameters given in Table. (3.2)) is compared to the large diameter
case, with 5 times as large droplet diameter, and the small diameter case, with 1/5th the
droplet diameter. thermocouple temperatures, logging point 3.

600s after the fuel release starts, until the fuel release was stopped. As for logging point 2, the

temperature distribution of the small diameter case had a different development compared

to the advanced geometry (base case) and large diameter cases. The recorded variations of

the small diameter case were smaller. Initially, the small diameter case had a more gradual

temperature increase to quasi-stable temperatures, where the temperatures logged for the

small diameter case were stable at approximately 1100K. Interestingly, from the time when

the fuel release was stopped, the small diameter case showed an increase in temperatures at

logging point 3.

At logging point 4, given in Fig. (4.31), the large diameter case generally recorded slightly

higher temperatures than the advanced geometry case (base case), with the small diam-

eter generally recording the highest temperatures. As observed at the other thermocou-

ple temperature logging points, stable temperatures and small temperature variations were

recorded for the small geometry case. For the small diameter case, the same trend as seen in

logging point 3, of increase in temperature when the fuel release was stopped, was witnessed

at logging point 4.

Radiation heat flux

The logging of radiation heat fluxes showed similar trends as the logging of temperatures.

At logging point 5, given in Fig. (4.32), the highest heat fluxes were recorded for the small

diameter case. The heat fluxes recorded for the advanced geometry (base case) and large
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Figure 4.31: Investigation into the effect of fuel droplet size. The advanced geometry case
(base case)(with droplet diameters given in Table. (3.2)) is compared to the large diameter
case, with 5 times as large droplet diameter, and the small diameter case, with 1/5th the
droplet diameter. thermocouple temperatures, logging point 4.

diameter cases were more similar, with more variations observed than at the small diameter

case. When the fuel release was stopped, the heat fluxes recorded for the advanced geometry

(base case) and large diameter cases decreased rapidly, while the small diameter case had a

more gradual decrease in recorded radiation heat fluxes.

The recorded radiation heat fluxes were lower for all cases at logging point 6, given in

Fig. (4.33), compared to logging point 5. Initially, all cases had a rapid increase in recorded

radiation heat fluxes, before the recorded radiation heat fluxes decreased to a lower quasi-

stable state. More variations were recorded for the large diameter case, compared to the

small diameter and advanced geometry (base case) cases, during the quasi-stable time pe-

riod. Compared to logging point 5, the variations recorded for the small diameter case in-

creased at logging point 6. Towards the end of the simulation, all cases showed an increase

in recorded radiation heat fluxes. The trend observed at logging point 5, of when the fuel re-

lease was stopped the recorded heat fluxes decreased more rapidly for the large diameter and

the advanced geometry (base case) cases compared to the small diameter case, continued at

logging point 6.

The recorded heat fluxes at logging point 7, given in Fig. (4.34), showed an increase in

recorded heat fluxes for the small diameter case compared to logging point 6. The varia-

tions in the large diameter case were reduced at logging point 7 compared to logging point

6. Variations recorded in the advanced geometry case (base case) were higher at logging

point 7 than at logging point 6. Similar magnitudes of radiation heat fluxes were recorded
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Figure 4.32: Investigation into the effect of fuel droplet size. The advanced geometry case
(base case)(with droplet diameters given in Table. (3.2)) is compared to the large diameter
case, with 5 times as large droplet diameter, and the small diameter case, with 1/5th the
droplet diameter. radiation heat flux, logging point 5.

Figure 4.33: Investigation into the effect of fuel droplet size. The advanced geometry case
(base case)(with droplet diameters given in Table. (3.2)) is compared to the large diameter
case, with 5 times as large droplet diameter, and the small diameter case, with 1/5th the
droplet diameter. radiation heat flux, logging point 6
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Figure 4.34: Investigation into the effect of fuel droplet size. The advanced geometry case
(base case)(with droplet diameters given in Table. (3.2)) is compared to the large diameter
case, with 5 times as large droplet diameter, and the small diameter case, with 1/5th the
droplet diameter. radiation heat flux, logging point 7

at logging points 6 and 7 for the advanced geometry (base case) and large diameter cases.

The advanced geometry (base case) and large diameter cases recorded a larger increase in

radiation heat fluxes than the small diameter case, before the fuel release was stopped. As

for logging points 5 and 6, the heat flux decreased more rapidly for the large diameter and

advanced geometry (base case) cases when the fuel release was stopped, compared to the

small diameter case.

Air inside the compartment

For logging of oxygen quantity inside the enclosure, transient development in the quasi-

steady temperature time period was observed. As seen in Fig. (4.35), the inflow recorded

for the advanced geometry (base case), large diameter and small diameter cases were very

similar. The logging of oxygen quantity inside the enclosure at the z=0.3m plane revealed

some differences between the cases. The large diameter case showed similar development

as the advanced geometry case (base case), with the oxygen fluttering between the north

and south wall, but the distance the oxygen travelled into the compartment, was observed

to vary more for the large diameter case. Oxygen, of approximately atmospheric quantities,

was observed to reach 5-9m into the compartment, measured from the vent, compared to

5-7m for the advanced geometry case (base case). For the small diameter case oxygen, was

observed to reach further into the compartment than for the advanced geometry (base case)

and large diameter cases, with oxygen, of approximately atmospheric quantities, reaching
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Figure 4.35: Investigation into the effect of fuel droplet size. The advanced geometry case
(base case)(with droplet diameters given in Table. (3.2)) is compared to the large diameter
case, with 5 times as large droplet diameter, and the small diameter case, with 1/5th the
droplet diameter. vent flow, logging point 8

9-11m into the compartment, measured from the vent. The position of the oxygen was also

observed to be more stable for the small diameter case, with no change in flow direction and

no flickering between the walls, as were observed for the advanced geometry (base case) and

large diameter cases.

4.5 Dispersion angle

For investigating the effect the spray dispersion angle has on flame development, three cases

are compared. The first case is the advanced geometry case (base case), which has a disper-

sion angle of 10±, the second case is a case with a dispersion angle of 5± (the small dispersion

angle case), and the third case is a case with a dispersion angle of 20± (the large dispersion

angle case).

Flame behaviour

The large and small dispersion angle cases had similar flame development as observed for

the advanced geometry case (base case) in Sec. (4.1). An initial period where the flame fills

the upper part of the enclosure was observed. The initial period was followed by flame ex-

tinction close to the west wall of the enclosure, moving the flame towards the east wall and

the vent of the enclosure. An external flame was observed flowing out of the vent and up

along the outside of the east wall. The internal flame enclosed the upper parts of the vent
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Figure 4.36: Investigation into the effect of the fuel spray dispersion angle. The advanced
geometry case (base case), with fuel spray dispersion angle of 10±, is compared to the large
dispersion angle case, with fuel spray dispersion angle of 20±, and the small dispersion angle
case, with fuel spray dispersion angle of 5±. thermocouple temperatures, logging point 1.

and east wall. From approximately 120s quasi-stable flames were observed flowing out of

the vent and in the east part of the enclosure. The flames stretched from the fuel release

point towards the east wall and out of the vent, and spanned to the north and south walls.

Temperatures

As can be seen from the logging points, given in Figs. (4.36), (4.37), (4.38) and (4.39), the

recorded temperatures were very similar for the three cases. At logging point 1, given in Fig.

(4.36), the small dispersion angle case had a slightly higher temperature increase during the

quasi-stable temperature period, compared to the advanced geometry (base case) and large

dispersion angle cases.

At logging point 2 and 3, given in Figs. (4.37) and (4.38), very similar temperature devel-

opments were observed among the cases. All the cases recorded high temperatures initially,

followed by a temperature decrease to a quasi-stable temperature time period. At logging

point 3, all cases recorded lower temperature variations than what was recorded at logging

point 2. A sharp increase in recorded temperatures was recorded finally, at logging point

3. During the transient logging of temperatures at logging points 2 and 3 the large disper-

sion angle case generally recorded slightly higher temperatures than the advanced geometry

(base case) and small dispersion angle cases. At logging point 4, given in Fig. (4.39), the

logged thermocouple temperature distributions were very similar for the three cases.
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Figure 4.37: Investigation into the effect of the fuel spray dispersion angle. The advanced
geometry case (base case), with fuel spray dispersion angle of 10±, is compared to the large
dispersion angle case, with fuel spray dispersion angle of 20±, and the small dispersion angle
case, with fuel spray dispersion angle of 5±. thermocouple temperatures, logging point 2.

Figure 4.38: Investigation into the effect of the fuel spray dispersion angle. The advanced
geometry case (base case), with fuel spray dispersion angle of 10±, is compared to the large
dispersion angle case, with fuel spray dispersion angle of 20±, and the small dispersion angle
case, with fuel spray dispersion angle of 5±. thermocouple temperatures, logging point 3.
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Figure 4.39: Investigation into the effect of the fuel spray dispersion angle. The advanced
geometry case (base case), with fuel spray dispersion angle of 10±, is compared to the large
dispersion angle case, with fuel spray dispersion angle of 20±, and the small dispersion angle
case, with fuel spray dispersion angle of 5±. thermocouple temperatures, logging point 4.

Radiation heat flux

The logging of radiation heat fluxes, given in Figs. (4.40), (4.41) and (4.42) showed similar

trends as observed for the logging of thermocouple temperatures. All three cases recorded

very similar radiation heat fluxes at all logging points. At logging points 6 and 7, high initial

heat fluxes were recorded initially, before a decrease to lower quasi-steady heat fluxes. This

quasi-steady time period lasted approximately until the fuel release was stopped. A large

increase in radiation heat fluxes was observed finally, at logging point 6, and a slightly smaller

final increase was observed at logging point 7. Significantly higher variations in recorded

radiation heat fluxes were observed at logging point 5, for all cases, compared to at logging

points 6 and 7.

Oxygen inside the compartment

The oxygen quantity at the inside of the enclosure was logged at the z=0.3m plane, while in-

flow into the compartment was measured at logging point 8. Regarding oxygen distribution

at the inside of the compartment, the large and small dispersion angle cases showed similar

distributions as the advanced geometry case (base case), where the oxygen was seen to en-

ter 5-7m into the compartment, measured from the vent. Similar values for inflow into the

compartment were measured at logging point 8, given in Fig. (4.43). The oxygen flow was

observed to flutter in the y-direction, moving between the north wall and the south wall of
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Figure 4.40: Investigation into the effect of the fuel spray dispersion angle. The advanced
geometry case (base case), with fuel spray dispersion angle of 10±, is compared to the large
dispersion angle case, with fuel spray dispersion angle of 20±, and the small dispersion angle
case, with fuel spray dispersion angle of 5±. Radiation heat flux, logging point 5.

Figure 4.41: Investigation into the effect of the fuel spray dispersion angle. The advanced
geometry case (base case), with fuel spray dispersion angle of 10±, is compared to the large
dispersion angle case, with fuel spray dispersion angle of 20±, and the small dispersion angle
case, with fuel spray dispersion angle of 5±. Radiation heat flux, logging point 6.
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Figure 4.42: Investigation into the effect of the fuel spray dispersion angle. The advanced
geometry case (base case), with fuel spray dispersion angle of 10±, is compared to the large
dispersion angle case, with fuel spray dispersion angle of 20±, and the small dispersion angle
case, with fuel spray dispersion angle of 5±. Radiation heat flux, logging point 7.

the compartment.
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Figure 4.43: Investigation into the effect of the fuel spray dispersion angle. The advanced
geometry case (base case), with fuel spray dispersion angle of 10±, is compared to the large
dispersion angle case, with fuel spray dispersion angle of 20±, and the small dispersion angle
case, with fuel spray dispersion angle of 5±. Vent flow, logging point 8.
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Figure 4.44: Investigation into the effect of increased compartment insulation. The advanced
geometry case (base case), with K=0.161W/mK, is compared against the adiabatic case, with
K=10°6 W/mK. thermocouple temperatures, logging point 1

4.6 Insulation

For investigation of the effect of heat transfer through the walls of the enclosure, two cases

are compared with different material heat conductivities, K (W/mK). The first case is the

advanced geometry case (base case) (K=0.161W/mK), described in Ch. (3). The second case

is identical to the advanced geometry case (base case), except with K changed to 10°6 W/mK

(the adiabatic case).

Flame behaviour

Both the adiabatic case and the advanced geometry case (base case) showed similar flame

development. The initial flame development was as described in Sec. (4.1). After approx-

imately 120s after start of fuel release, a quasi-stable flame was observed. The flame was

observed at a boundary positioned approximately from the fuel release point towards the

east wall of the enclosure and spanned to the north and south walls, enclosing the upper

parts of the vent and east wall. On the west side of the boundary, fuel was observed, and on

the east side of the boundary, air was observed.

Temperatures inside the enclosure

At logging point 1, given in Fig. (4.44), the two cases showed very similar transient tem-

perature distributions. Both cases had a sharp initial temperature increase, before reaching
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Figure 4.45: Investigation into the effect of increased compartment insulation. The advanced
geometry case (base case), with K=0.161W/mK, is compared against the adiabatic case, with
K=10°6 W/mK. thermocouple temperatures, logging point 2

quasi-stable temperatures of approximately 1300-1400K. The cases had some temperature

variations during the quasi-stable time period. When the fuel release was stopped, the tem-

peratures at logging point 1 decreased quickly, reaching ambient temperatures.

At logging point 2, given in Fig. (4.45), the two cases showed very similar transient tem-

perature development, as also observed at logging point 1, but the temperatures recorded at

logging point 2 were approximately 200K lower than the temperatures recorded at logging

point 1. Towards the end of the simulation, before the fuel release was stopped, an increase

in temperatures was recorded for both cases.

The temperatures recorded at logging point 3, given in Fig. (4.46), showed a small dif-

ference between the two cases, with the temperatures of the adiabatic case being slightly

higher. Compared to logging point 2, the temperatures were approximately 300K lower.

Both cases had a similar transient development, with less temperature variations during the

quasi-stable temperature time period than observed at logging point 1 and 2. As for log-

ging point 2, both cases recorded an increase in temperatures, before the fuel release was

stopped. At this increase, the adiabatic case reached higher temperatures than the advanced

geometry case (base case).

The quasi-stable temperatures recorded at logging point 4, given in Fig. (4.47), were

higher than the quasi-stable temperatures reached at logging point 3. Although the temper-

ature variations at logging point 4 were similar to logging point 3, the variations in temper-

atures recorded during the quasi-stable temperature period were bigger at logging point 4.

Both cases showed a small temperature increase during the quasi-stable temperature time
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Figure 4.46: Investigation into the effect of increased compartment insulation. The advanced
geometry case (base case), with K=0.161W/mK, is compared against the adiabatic case, with
K=10°6 W/mK. thermocouple temperatures, logging point 3

Figure 4.47: Investigation into the effect of increased compartment insulation. The advanced
geometry case (base case), with K=0.161W/mK, is compared against the adiabatic case, with
K=10°6 W/mK. thermocouple temperatures, logging point 4
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period, culminating to a temperature of approximately 1100K, before the fuel release was

stopped.

Wall temperatures

The adiabatic case recorded higher maximum wall temperatures than the advanced geome-

try case (base case) on the inside of the enclosure walls. Maximum temperatures of approx-

imately 1700K were logged for the adiabatic case, with stable temperatures between 1000K

and 1500K logged at the east side of the the compartment and temperatures of 800K logged

at the west side of the compartment. Large transient temperature variations were logged on

the inside surface of the enclosure walls. The inside wall temperatures recorded for the ad-

vanced geometry case (base case) were more uniform, with less spatial variations than the

adiabatic case. Stable temperatures of approximately 280K were logged on the outside wall

surfaces of the compartment.

Radiation heat flux

The logged radiation heat fluxes close to the ceiling of the enclosure, given in Figs. (4.48),

(4.49) and (4.50), showed a similar trend as the logging of temperatures. The differences in

recorded radiation heat flux between the adiabatic and advanced geometry case (base case),

were larger close to the west wall than close to the east wall. At logging points 5 and 7 larger

variations in radiation heat fluxes were recorded than at logging point 6. Sharp increases and

decreases in radiation heat fluxes were recorded at logging points 6 and 7, both initially and

finally.

Oxygen in the compartment

Regarding inflow, given in Fig. (4.51), and oxygen quantity, measured at the z=0.3m plane,

the advanced geometry (base case) and the adiabatic cases were very similar. The oxygen

content at the inside of the enclosure was observed during the quasi-stable temperature

time period. Both cases recorded oxygen reaching 5-7m into the compartment, and for both

cases, the oxygen was observed to flutter between the south and north walls inside the com-

partment.
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Figure 4.48: Investigation into the effect of increased compartment insulation. The advanced
geometry case (base case), with K=0.161W/mK, is compared against the adiabatic case, with
K=10°6 W/mK. radiation heat flux, logging point 5

Figure 4.49: Investigation into the effect of increased compartment insulation. The advanced
geometry case (base case), with K=0.161W/mK, is compared against the adiabatic case, with
K=10°6 W/mK. radiation heat flux, logging point 6
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Figure 4.50: Investigation into the effect of increased compartment insulation. The advanced
geometry case (base case), with K=0.161W/mK, is compared against the adiabatic case, with
K=10°6 W/mK. radiation heat flux, logging point 7

Figure 4.51: Investigation into the effect of increased compartment insulation. The advanced
geometry case (base case), with K=0.161W/mK, is compared against the adiabatic case, with
K=10°6 W/mK. vent flow, logging point 8
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4.7 Size of ventilation opening

For investigation on the effect the inflow and outflow through the vent of the compartment,

have on the simulation, two cases are compared with different vent sizes. The first case is the

advanced geometry case (base case). The second case is based on the advanced geometry

case (base case), but with an increase in vent area of approximately 7.8m2 (the big vent case).

Flame development

The big vent case showed a different flame development inside the enclosure than what was

observed for the advanced geometry case (base case). While both cases had a similar initial

development, as described in Sec. (4.1), the big vent case maintained the upper layer flame,

when extinction in the upper layer was observed for the advanced geometry case (base case).

Temperatures

The size of the ventilation opening showed to have significant effects on the temperatures

recorded on the inside of the enclosure. At logging point 1, given in Fig. (4.52), the recorded

temperatures of the big vent and the advanced geometry (base case) cases, were similar

in magnitude. Quasi-stable temperatures of approximately 1300K were recorded for both

cases. The final temperature decrease, after the fuel flow was stopped, was observed ear-

lier for the big vent case than for the advanced geometry case (base case). Interestingly, the

temperatures recorded for the advanced geometry case (base case) varied much more than

what was recorded for the big vent case. The big vent case had a very stable temperature

distribution at logging point 1.

At logging point 2, given in Fig. (4.53), large temperature differences between the ad-

vanced geometry (base case) and the big vent cases, were recorded. The big vent case gen-

erally recorded approximately 400-500K higher temperatures than the advanced geometry

case (base case), during the quasi-stable temperature time period. As observed at logging

point 1, the big vent case had a more stable temperature distribution, while the advanced

geometry case (base case) recorded more temperature variations. Towards the end of the

simulation, the advanced geometry case (base case) had an increase in recorded tempera-

tures, while the big vent case recorded stable temperatures of approximately 1600K, without

the final increase in temperatures. The trend of an earlier final temperature decrease in the

big vent case, was observed in all logging points recording thermocouple temperatures.

At logging point 3, given in Fig. (4.54), similar trends as observed at logging point 2 were

seen. The big vent case generally recorded higher temperatures than the advanced geome-

try case (base case), but both cases recorded lower temperatures than what was observed at

logging point 2. The big vent case recorded a similar final temperature increase as observed

for the advanced geometry case (base case), but the final temperature increase of the ad-

vanced geometry case (base case) was higher, reaching approximately similar temperatures
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Figure 4.52: Investigation into the effect of the ventilation opening size. The advanced ge-
ometry case (base case), with ventilation opening as given in Fig. (3.1), is compared with the
big vent case, with approximately 7.8m2 bigger ventilation opening. thermocouple temper-
atures, logging point 1.

Figure 4.53: Investigation into the effect of the ventilation opening size. The advanced ge-
ometry case (base case), with ventilation opening as given in Fig. (3.1), is compared with the
big vent case, with approximately 7.8m2 bigger ventilation opening. thermocouple temper-
atures, logging point 2.
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Figure 4.54: Investigation into the effect of the ventilation opening size. The advanced ge-
ometry case (base case), with ventilation opening as given in Fig. (3.1), is compared with the
big vent case, with approximately 7.8m2 bigger ventilation opening. thermocouple temper-
atures, logging point 3.

as the big vent case. Both cases generally recorded less temperature variations than what

was observed at logging point 2.

At logging point 4, given in Fig. (4.55), both cases showed a small increase in recorded

temperatures compared to logging point 3. The temperature difference between the cases,

was similar to what was observed at logging points 2 and 3. For the big vent case, no final

temperature increase was recorded at logging point 4, while the temperature increase of the

advanced geometry case (base case) was smaller and more gradual than what was observed

at logging point 3.

Radiation heat flux

The big vent case generally recorded much higher radiation heat fluxes than the advanced

geometry case (base case). The highest heat fluxes were logged at logging point 5, given in

Fig. (4.56), for both the advanced geometry (base case) and big vent cases. The big vent case

recorded more variations in radiation heat flux at logging point 6, given in Fig. (4.57), than

recorded at logging point 5, especially initially.

At logging point 7, given in Fig. (4.58), the big vent case recorded higher variation am-

plitudes than what was recorded at logging points 5 and 6. The radiation heat fluxes of the

big vent case was generally lower than what was recorded at logging point 6. The difference

between the cases in recorded radiation heat fluxes witnessed at logging points 5 and 6, was

maintained at logging point 7.
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Figure 4.55: Investigation into the effect of the ventilation opening size. The advanced ge-
ometry case (base case), with ventilation opening as given in Fig. (3.1), is compared with the
big vent case, with approximately 7.8m2 bigger ventilation opening. thermocouple temper-
atures, logging point 4.

Figure 4.56: Investigation into the effect of the ventilation opening size. The advanced ge-
ometry case (base case), with ventilation opening as given in Fig. (3.1), is compared with
the big vent case, with approximately 7.8m2 bigger ventilation opening. Radiation heat flux,
logging point 5.
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Figure 4.57: Investigation into the effect of the ventilation opening size. The advanced ge-
ometry case (base case), with ventilation opening as given in Fig. (3.1), is compared with
the big vent case, with approximately 7.8m2 bigger ventilation opening. Radiation heat flux,
logging point 6.

Figure 4.58: Investigation into the effect of the ventilation opening size. The advanced ge-
ometry case (base case), with ventilation opening as given in Fig. (3.1), is compared with
the big vent case, with approximately 7.8m2 bigger ventilation opening. Radiation heat flux,
logging point 7.
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Figure 4.59: Investigation into the effect of the ventilation opening size. The advanced ge-
ometry case (base case), with ventilation opening as given in Fig. (3.1), is compared with
the big vent case, with approximately 7.8m2 bigger ventilation opening. Vent flow velocity ,
logging point 8.

Oxygen in the compartment

Similar inflow velocity, given in Fig. (4.59), was observed for the advanced geometry (base

case) and the big vent cases. This observation was of interest, because the larger vent size of

the big vent case would indicate a much higher flow rate into the compartment. The oxygen

quantity, measured at the z=0.3m plane, showed large differences between the advanced

geometry case (base case) and the big vent case. While the oxygen was limited to a small

area close to the vent, for the advanced geometry case (base case), oxygen of approximately

atmospheric content was observed along the whole z=0.3m plane, for the big vent case. Re-

garding flow at the inside of the enclosure, a large circular motion was observed inside the

whole compartment. The flow moved towards the west wall along the floor, and when reach-

ing the west wall, flowing towards the ceiling. In the upper layer, flow was directed towards

the vent. This description of flow motion is based on general trends, of the flow, observed at

the inside of the enclosure. Variations in flow, especially around the walls and close to the

spray, were observed, but generally, the flow velocity in the east-west direction was higher

than in north-south direction.
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Figure 4.60: Courant number development for the advanced geometry case (base case)

4.8 Courant number

A small investigation on maximum Courant number was completed in the advanced geom-

etry case (base case), by increasing the maximum Courant number from 2-5. As observed

in Fig. (4.60), the change in Courant number happened at approximately 100s, where it was

also observed that the increase in Courant number led to an increase in the time step. The

larger time step translated to a significant reduction in calculation time.

The stability of the calculation can be observed by a carbon balance, as given in Fig.

(4.61). The carbon entering the domain was quite stable at 0.85kg/s, for the first 850 sec-

onds, with a linear decrease to 0.75kg/s, between approximately 850 and 900 seconds. After

900 seconds, the carbon entering the domain was stable at 0.75kg/s. Some variations were

observed, in the form of large peaks for the entering carbon. These peaks can be understood

as a warning of instability. Immediately after the observed peaks, the values for entering

carbon stabilized at the set values, indicating no breach of the stability of the calculation.

Also worth noting in the carbon balance, was that the change in Courant number at ap-

proximately 100s seemed to have very little effect on the stability of the calculation. The

same trends as seen before the increase in maximum Courant number, continued after the

increase.
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Figure 4.61: Carbon balance development for the advanced geometry case (base case)
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Chapter 5

Discussion

5.1 Model choices

Combustion hierarchy

In the reaction hierarchy described in Sec. (3.1.2), the hydrocarbon reactions were calculated

simultaneously, before the CO and H2 reactions. An indication of this reaction hierarchy was

observed in the quasi-stable flame period, in the advanced geometry case (base case). The

concentrations of H2, CO and C7H16 were observed at the z=4.5m plane. Here the O2 con-

centration was zero. The mole fraction
nH2
nCO

was observed to be spatially stable at 1.14-1.15.

For the mole fraction
nH2

nC7H16
, a spatial variation of approximately 8, close to the west wall, in-

creasing to approximately 50 close to the vent, was observed. It seems like the concentration

of H2 increased, while the concentration of C7H16 decreased, when moving from the west

wall towards the vent. The observation indicated that the reaction hierarchy mentioned in

Sec. (3.1.2) was followed.

It could be argued that this reaction hierarchy is not physically correct. Hydrogen is

known to react fast [38](p.148-172), raising the question if the reaction hierarchy should be

altered with H2 combustion being prioritized. In this thesis oxygen depletion was observed,

making the reaction hierarchy more important. Fuels lower down in the hierarchy will not

combust, because of the lack of oxygen. Instead of all the hydrocarbon species reacting si-

multaneously and risking oxygen depletion and no hydrogen reactions, a hierarchy among

the hydrocarbons based on reaction rate could be established. For every step in the hierar-

chy, the hydrogen reactions could be solved and thereby confirming the physics behind the

faster hydrogen reactions. The oxygen depletion will, consequently, to a higher degree limit

the slower hydrocarbon reactions rather than the faster hydrogen reactions.

Challenges with estimating correct compositions in simulations of under-ventilated fires

have also been found in Gottuk et al. [12]. Here the collection of computer codes used was

CHEMKIN by Kee et al. [16] and the kinetics model used was a subset of the Miller and Bow-

man mechanism [27]. Here, it was found that the model used over-predicted CO concen-

trations for under-ventilated fires, while under-predicting CO2 concentrations. According to

97
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the model used, the O2 was depleted during hydrocarbon oxidation and high levels of CO

and H2 were observed. In Gottuk et al. [12], it was argued that the discrepancy between the

model results and experimental measurements, could be due to incorrect gas-phase kinetics

and incorrect modelling approach and assumptions. Gottuk and Lattimer [11] has discussed

the production of species within a compartment fire and the transport of these gases out of

the fire compartment to adjacent areas. Results from experiments on a small-scale two-layer

environment by Beyler [2] were reported. Here it was found an increase in H2 quantity in

under-ventilated burning conditions. From the results found in this thesis, and by others,

it is challenging to estimate the effect of altering the reaction hierarchy and what hierarchy

that would best estimate experimental values.

The choice of combustion hierarchy, in KFX, was done by ComputIT because it allowed

them to obtain more correct flame temperatures compared to real fire tests. Initially, only

global reactions were calculated, but by splitting the reactions by including H2 and CO re-

actions, more correct temperatures were obtained. The choice was made only for increased

precision in prediction of temperatures, and the effect the change has had on compositions

was not addressed. The compositions obtained in the simulations in this thesis are therefore

not necessarily correct, ComputIT therefore discourage the use of the compositions as valid

parameters.

The Eddy Dissipation Concept

In the simulations ¬ was calculated by Eq. (2.22). The model used was similar to the one

presented in Ertesvåg [7], formulated by Gran [13] from Magnussen [23]. Here ¥ in Eq. (2.25)

correspond to ¬3 in Ertesvåg [7]. It was observed, that the model used in the simulations

does not have the limitation on ¬ seen in Ertesvåg [7] for ¬2. The omittance of this limitation

could potentially lead to high values for ¬ in the simulations, possibly above the constraints

set by Gran [13] of 0 ∑ ¬ ∑ 1. A large ¬ could lead to faster reactions. In the simulations

conducted in this thesis the mixing was slow, leading to the reaction rate being more depen-

dant on the mixing processes. The reactions were seen as infinitely fast so if the conditions

allowed reactions, the reactants would react. Hence, how fast the reactions were was of less

importance.

Turbulence

The buoyancy equation from Vembe et al. [39], given in Eq. (2.14) is not dimensionally cor-

rect.

B =°µt

æt

@Ω

@xi
gi (5.1)

The model differs from one of the models found in Chung and Devaud [5], which is given

as:

B =°µt

æt

1
Ω

@Ω

@xi
gi (5.2)
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where Eq. (5.1) is divided by Ω in Eq. (5.2). The average density (Ω) is often approximately 1,

indicating that the effects of incorrect B were not substantial in the simulations performed

in this thesis.

5.2 Enclosure modelling

The way the enclosure was modeled, showed to have large impact on the fire development.

The results from the cases run with different enclosure modelling indicated that the most

important decider of temperatures at the inside of the enclosure, was air entrainment and

mixing. The further into the compartment the air was transported, the higher temperatures

were observed. In the advanced geometry case (base case), in the quasi-stable tempera-

ture time period, a flow was observed down the west wall and along the floor towards the

vent. This flow was quite stable compared to the KFX geometry case, where a flow with more

variations was observed flowing both up and down the west wall. This flow observed in the

advanced geometry case (base case) could be one possible explanation of the limitation of

air inflow into the compartment. The flow down the west wall could contribute by forcing

the inflowing air back towards the vent, thereby preventing the air from reaching further into

the compartment.

In the results, it was observed that the KFX geometry case had air reaching further into

the enclosure than the simple geometry, advanced geometry (base case) and no-imported-

geometry cases. A thorough review of the KFX generated geometry revealed no inconsis-

tencies in the wall geometries which could lead to potential air leaks. The wall properties

were also correct, also indicating that the explanation of the results could not be due to ge-

ometry model faults. By reviewing the modelled enclosure in the advanced geometry case

(base case) against the modelled enclosure in the KFX geometry case, a difference in how the

walls, ceiling and floor were created was observed. In the KFX geometry, the walls, ceiling

and floor were created by small sections, which together formed the larger solid structures

of the walls, ceiling and floor. In the advanced geometry case(base case), every wall, ceiling

and floor were modelled as one section. Based on these differences in representation of the

geometry, it is possible that there were small openings in the walls where air was entrained,

for the KFX geometry case. This air flow was, however, too small to be easily detected in the

simulations.

The CAD geometry import works by converting CAD geometry files into a geometry for-

mat supported by KFX. The geometry is processed into surface and volume porosities. KFX

read porosity input from two sources, namely the input case file and the porosity file. The

input case file has limitations regarding porosity, where only open, half-blocked and fully

blocked surfaces are supported. By including the porosity file, a more detailed porosity

field can be created [40]. For the advanced geometry (base case), simple geometry and no-

imported-geometry cases, the geometry cells were altered and a CAD block was placed over

them, before importing the geometry again. The CAD block prevented porosity file input on
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the CAD blocked cells. The porosity file was consequently not used for calculations on the

solid geometry of the advanced geometry (base case), simple geometry and no-imported-

geometry cases. Given the more detailed representations given by the porosity file, a geom-

etry not using the porosity file would be less detailed. The big differences in results between

the KFX geometry case and the advanced geometry (base case), simple geometry and no-

imported-geometry cases, indicated that the influence of the porosity file could be signifi-

cant. The porosity file seems to significantly influence the temperature and flow distribu-

tions at the inside of the enclosure. One explanation for the obtained results, could be re-

lated to case sensitivity. The simulation of fire test JF5 seemed very sensitive to the enclosure

modelling, where small changes to the model, could give large changes in flow distributions

at the inside of the enclosure. The extra precision in modelling of the geometry walls, pro-

vided by the porosity file, could therefore be of importance. The small differences between

the advanced geometry case (base case) and the solid cell case indicated that the choice of

solid cell type does not significantly influence the results. The case using solid cells and the

case using thin walled cells gave very similar results.

The influence of the enclosure model on air flow and temperatures at the inside of the

enclosure was further confirmed in the big vent case. An increase in the vent area allowed

more air to enter further into the compartment. The air was mixed with the fuel in the upper

layer, and higher temperatures inside the enclosure were observed. The big vent case was

also observed to record less variations in temperatures, than the advanced geometry case

(base case). Based on these results from the big vent case and the results obtained from the

KFX geometry case, there seems to be a relation between temperature variations inside the

compartment and the degree of under-ventilation. The lesser under-ventilation of the big

vent case was indicated by the similar air flow velocity as the advanced geometry case (base

case) at logging point 8, but with a bigger vent, giving larger flow rate. The similar veloc-

ities recorded for all cases, could indicate that the flow through the vent reached a critical

velocity, where an additional increase in velocity was not possible. The big vent case also

showed a different flow distribution at the inside of the enclosure, where generally one large

circulatory motion was observed filling the whole compartment.

For the no-imported-geometry case, no structures were included inside the enclosure.

The lack of structures did not seem to give radical changes in the temperature distributions

at the inside of the enclosure. One explanation, could be that all cases showed established

flow distributions during the quasi-stable temperature time period. Large flow patterns were

created, utilizing the whole of the compartment. The impact of the structures was thereby

reduced by the flow flowing around the structures, without the structures significantly af-

fecting the flow. The velocity of the flow and the size of the structures did not seem to be of

such a magnitude to initiate additional turbulent motions and mixing inside the enclosure.

The effect of the horizontal and vertical structures on flow at the inside of the enclosure, was

not investigated in Drangsholt et al. [6].

The high temperature and heat flux variations observed initially for all cases, seemed to
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be related to the position of the flame. Initially, the flame was observed to fill the upper part

of the enclosure, which would give high temperatures and heat fluxes. When the fuel release

was stopped, the external flame decreased and the flame moved towards the inside of the

enclosure, which would give higher temperatures and heat fluxes. This development was

also confirmed by the positions of the logging points. The highest variations were recorded,

where the flames were estimated to be.

Insulation

The simulation of the adiabatic case showed only small differences in temperatures com-

pared to the advanced geometry case (base case). The small increases in temperatures and

radiation heat fluxes of the adiabatic case compared to the advanced geometry case (base

case) could be explained by heat transfer through the walls of the compartment. The surface

temperatures measured on the inside of the enclosure walls were similar for the two cases,

with the adiabatic case generally recording approximately 100K higher temperatures than

the advanced geometry case (base case). Maximum temperatures of approximately 1700K

for the adiabatic case and 1650K for the advanced geometry case (base case) were observed.

A heat balance equation for the surface is given by:

qrad,in +qconv = qrad,out +qcond (5.3)

qr,in is the radiative heat flux absorbed by the surface, qconv is the convective heat flux

from the adjacent flow to the surface, qr,out is the radiative heat flux from the surface and

qcond is the conductive heat transfer into the obstacle control volume.

qcond is dependent on the temperature gradient in the wall close to the wall surface:

qcond = K (
dT
d x

) (5.4)

where ( dT
d x ) is the temperature gradient of the wall close to the wall surface. One simple

choice of temperature gradient is:

(
dT
d x

) =
Ts °Tp

d xp
(5.5)

where d xp is the distance from the surface to the control volume centre. Ts is the surface

temperature and Tp is the temperature at the control volume centre.

Given the low K -value of 0.161W/mK, the heat transferred by conductivity was very small

for the advanced geometry case (base case). For a surface temperature of 1650K, control vol-

ume centre temperature of 293K and d xp of 0.151m, the heat transferred due to conduction

was calculated to be approximately 1450W/m2. Given the recorded radiation heat fluxes in-

side the room of 25000 to 400000W/m2, the heat removed due to conduction through the

walls in the advanced geometry case (base case, K = 0.161) could potentially only account

for approximately 0.3-6% of the incident heat flux on the wall. Consequently, most of the
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heat absorbed by the surface will be re-emitted into the enclosure by radiation from the sur-

face. A further reduction of the heat conductivity of the walls will mean that less heat will

be transported through the walls and more heat will be re-emitted into the enclosure. Since

most of the incident heat on the inside surface of the enclosure walls in the advanced ge-

ometry case (base case) was already re-emitted into the enclosure, the potential extra heat

that could be emitted from the walls by lowering the heat conductivity in the adiabatic case

does not seem significant. The close to atmospheric temperatures observed at the outside of

the walls for both the advanced geometry case (base case) and the adiabatic case indicated

that both cases were substantially insulated. Low temperatures, below the ambient temper-

atures, were observed at the outside surface of the adiabatic case. This observation was not

further researched in this thesis, but could indicate problems with the calculation of heat

transfer through the walls.

The effect of insulation found in this thesis is further substantiated by Welch et al. [42].

The findings of Welch et al. [42] on effect of insulation were based on two fire experiments in

a large compartment, measuring 12x12m in floor area by 3m in height, where the thermal

insulation of the compartment boundaries was varied. The first insulation case had walls

with a thermal inertia of 1600J/(m2s1/2K), while the second insulation case had walls with

thermal inertia of 720J/(m2s1/2K) (Comparing to the advanced geometry case (base case)

which had a thermal inertia of 198J/(m2s1/2K)). Both temperatures and heat fluxes inside

the compartment were logged. Comparison of the results from the two cases showed very

small differences between the two cases. The varying fire insulation in the cases had very

little influence on temperatures [42].

5.3 Fuel release modelling

Varying the dispersion angle did not show to significantly impact the fire development in-

side the enclosure, as observed in Sec. (4.5). The flow distributions at the inside of the enclo-

sure, for the small dispersion angle and large dispersion angle cases, were similar to the flow

distribution of the advanced geometry case (base case). The droplet size was seen to signif-

icantly influence the flame development in the compartment, as seen in the results given in

Sec. (4.4). For the different droplet diameters, big differences in flow motion at the inside

of the compartment were observed. The advanced geometry (base case), the large diame-

ter and small diameter cases generally had two circular flow motions inside the room, one

close to the vent and one further into the room, closer to the west wall. For all three cases,

the three dimensional flow distributions at the inside of the enclosure were quite stable. Ex-

cept around the impingement point of the fuel spray on the ceiling, the velocity of the flow

motions in east-west direction were generally significantly higher than the flow motions in

north-south direction. Some transient flow variations were observed, especially close to the

fuel spray and close to the walls, but the trend of the two circular motions was observed in the

whole compartment. Close to the north and south walls more shifting flows were observed,
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Figure 5.1: Flow inside enclosure, the small diameter case. The figure is based on three di-
mensional trends observed at the inside of the enclosure. The trends were observed during
the quasi-stable temperature time period.

Figure 5.2: Flow inside enclosure, the advanced geometry case (base case), droplet sizes as
given for SMD in Table (3.2). The figure is based on three dimensional trends observed at the
inside of the enclosure. The trends were observed during the quasi-stable temperature time
period.

with oxygen flow fluttering between the north and south walls. The two circular motions in-

side the room were spinning in opposite direction of each other. In the small diameter case,

a simple 2D representation (plane normal to y-direction) of the flow inside the room, can

be seen in Fig. (5.1), the vent side flow was observed to be bigger than the flow further into

the room. In the advanced geometry case (base case), with a simple 2D representation given

in Fig. (5.2), the flow closest to the west wall was observed to be bigger than the vent side

flow. In the large diameter case, with a simple 2D representation given in Fig. (5.3), the two

circular flows were approximately equal.

The investigation into droplet diameter further confirmed the observations regarding en-

closure modelling in Sec. (5.2). The further the oxygen reaches into the enclosure, the more

combustion and higher temperatures are observed. As observed from the figures describing

the flow at the inside of the compartment, the droplet momentum seems to be one decid-

ing factor for flow motions. For the large diameter case a separation zone seems to be es-

tablished along the fuel release spray, with two separate circular motions either side of the

separation zone. It is possible that the droplet momentum is of such a magnitude that a flow

separation zone is set up around the spray. The flow motions inside the room would not able

to move through the separation zone, leading to the formation of the two circular motions
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Figure 5.3: Flow inside enclosure, the large diameter case. The figure is based on three di-
mensional trends observed at the inside of the enclosure. The trends were observed during
the quasi-stable temperature time period.

either side of the separation zone. The air flow from the vent would not be able to move

through the separation zone, limiting the oxygen inflow. For the advanced geometry case

(base case), it seems like the droplet momentum is also of such a magnitude low down in

the compartment, to not allow the air flowing through the vent and along the floor to move

through a separation zone set around the spray flow. Higher up in the enclosure, where more

of the droplets have evaporated, the droplet momentum has decreased to such a degree, that

the circular motion closest to the west wall would be able to move through it and flow out

of the vent. As observed from Fig. (5.2), it is possible that the momentum of the west wall

flow is of such a magnitude that it is able to force the air flow back towards the vent, and

prevent the air from reaching further into the compartment. For the small diameter case,

it seems like the droplet momentum is small enough to let air-flow from the vent past the

spray separation zone. This allows a large vent side flow to be formed, leading to increased

oxygen mixing and combustion as a result. The rate of droplet evaporation and the position

of the combustion could also be possible explanations of flow motions at the inside of the

compartment, and how far the air reaches into the compartment. In the small diameter case,

full evaporation of the spray was observed lower down in the compartment, as seen in Fig.

(4.27). The larger amount of gaseous fuel lower down in the enclosure could potentially also

give combustion lower down in the compartment. The following expansion and buoyancy

effects could initiate increased mixing in lower parts of the compartment, and allow oxygen

to flow further into the compartment.

In the logging of thermocouple temperatures in Sec. (4.4), it was observed that the small

diameter case showed less variations in temperatures than the large diameter case and ad-

vanced geometry case (base case). This difference could be explained by flame stability. The

variation of flame heights on the outside of the compartment was bigger for the advanced

geometry case (base case), than for the small diameter case. 8-15m compared to 8-11m. To-

gether with the variations in flow observed at logging point 8, given in Fig. (4.35), this could

indicate a cyclic pulsating fire development, where oxygen flowing into the room is followed

by an increase in flame height. The increase in flame height means less room in the vent

for fresh air to move through, which again give a decrease in flame height and increase in
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inflow through the vent. This cycle is repeated, giving the pulsating development. Because

the flames of the advanced geometry case (base case) and large diameter case were located

closer to the vent, these cases could be more susceptible to changes in the oxygen inflow,

compared to the small diameter case, where a stable flame layer in the upper half of the en-

closure could give a fire less susceptible to oxygen variations. The small diameter case also

had similar temperature variations and a similar upper layer flame development as the big

vent case and the KFX geometry case. These observations indicate that the increased com-

bustion and mixing inside the room, due to air reaching further into the room, give more

stable temperatures. The increase in thermocouple temperatures observed for the small di-

ameter case after the fuel release was stopped, given in Figs. (4.29), (4.30) and (4.30), could

be related to oxidation of soot in the upper parts of the enclosure. The logging points 2, 3 and

4 were all placed in the upper parts of the enclosure, where a soot layer was observed after

the fuel release was stopped. The results obtained from the low fuel flow rate case seems to

confirm what were observed for several of the other cases, where a decrease in fuel flow rate

seems to give an increase in recorded thermocouple temperatures. By decreasing the flow

rate of the rich component, fuel, an increase in temperatures are observed. The increase

in recorded temperatures could be explained by a smaller fuel flow rate, giving less under-

ventilated conditions at the inside of the enclosure and potentially a smaller external flame,

as explained in Gottuk and Lattimer [11]. This would allow more oxygen to flow through

the vent and mix with the fuel at the inside of the compartment, giving more combustion

and higher temperatures. In the experimental data in Drangsholt et al. [6], a standard de-

viation for the fuel flow rate of ±1.3% was presented. The limit of error for fuel flow rate in

tables and charts, was maximum ±2.6% (two standard deviations used for 95% confidence

interval). Given the results obtained for different fuel flow rates in this thesis, the potential

deviations in fuel flow rate were probably not large enough to drastically influence the re-

sults in this thesis. It was also reported in Drangsholt et al. [6], that the change in fuel flow

rate from 0.85kg/s to 0.75kg/s did not have significant effect on measured temperatures.

5.4 Courant number

The simulation of the enclosure jet fire was particularly computationally demanding, as wit-

nessed by long simulation times. The Courant number, as recommended in the KFX simu-

lation software, of 2 for jet fires, gave very long simulation times of up towards 2 months. A

literature search and experimental procedure on critical Courant numbers, was investigated.

The transient behaviour in the simulations was modelled with the backward Euler scheme.

The scheme was second order upwind, and an implicit numerical method was used[39].

Gerolymos and Vallet [10] found upwind schemes to be very robust for treating the con-

vection of turbulence variables, and did research into "developing a fully coupled implicit

upwind scheme for the three-dimensional compressible Navier–Stokes equations, combin-

ing computational efficiency and computational robustness". In the research Courant num-
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bers as high as 80 were found to give convergence. The possibilities of experimenting with

Courant numbers could consequently be described as vast, where the maximum possible

Courant number depends on the case. For especially computationally demanding cases, ex-

periments with Courant numbers could give a large reduction in computational time.

5.5 Spray fire in an under-ventilated enclosure

The trend shown through the simulations seem to be that the oxygen entrainment and flow

movements at the inside of the compartment are some of the most important parameters

regarding fire development in an under-ventilated spray fire. All simulations indicated that

the further the oxygen was transported into the enclosure, the higher temperatures would

be recorded. Modelling parameters that influence the oxygen flow will therefore be of great

importance. Great care should be taken when modelling both the spray and the geometry,

while small changes in flow distributions at the inside of the enclosure could potentially give

drastically different fire developments.

The variations in oxygen quantity between the walls observed in the advanced geometry

case (base case), could potentially be explained by flame movements at the inside of the

room and at the vent. The flame moves to positions with more oxygen. The movement of

the flame would reduce the oxygen inflow through the vent at the given location, increasing

oxygen inflow to a position with a smaller flame, which again would shift the flame. This

relation on the oxygen motions correspond to the findings of Hwang et al. [14], where more

oxygen was found to flow along the side walls of a enclosure, where the flames were at its

smallest.

The relation given by Williams [43](p.130,131) and described in Sec. (1.2.1), that combus-

tion with small droplets will give less sooting, was found in the simulations in this thesis as

well. In the upper part of the enclosure, significantly less soot was found in the small diame-

ter case, than in the large diameter case and advanced geometry case (base case). Increasing

the dispersion angle did not lead to a significant reduction in soot production, where the

quantity of soot found in the upper part of the enclosure for the large dispersion angle case,

small dispersion angle case and advanced geometry case(base case) was similar.

The experimental study done by Hwang et al. [14], described in Sec. (1.2.2), showed sim-

ilarities with the results obtained here in the advanced geometry case (base case). A Fire test

was conducted in an under-ventilated room, and the flame was observed to attach only to

the front side of the fuel release, with direction towards the vent. Most of the flame was ob-

served burning externally. Sharp gradients across the flame were found with atmospheric

oxygen on the vent side and no oxygen on the side facing the back wall of the compartment.

These results differed from some of the results found for gas phase fires in Chamberlain [3],

where in an under-ventilated compartment fire, the whole compartment except for a narrow

layer close to the floor was filled with turbulent flames. For one of the fire tests in Cham-

berlain [3], a liquid propane fuel was used. For this fire test, the upper layer did not ignite,
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showing results more similar to the advanced geometry case (base case), and the experimen-

tal study of Hwang et al. [14].

The observations by Hwang et al. [14] and Chamberlain [3] and the results obtained here

from the simulations investigating the vent size, raises the question of critical conditions

that are needed for ignition of the upper layer in a compartment fire. Sudden ignitions of

combustible gases are found in phenomenons like backdraft and flashover [45] [17], where

parameters like compartment geometry, compartment material, size of ventilation opening,

fuel flow rate and jet momentum are found to be of importance. In Sec. (1.2.1), it was also

referred to Williams [43] about the importance of the geometry and spray distribution on

mixing. In the simulations conducted in this thesis some of the cases have ignition of the

upper layer, while some of the cases have not. Giving the varied results for different mod-

elling parameters in this thesis, one could argue that a critical condition of ignition of the

upper layer exists, and that a more thorough analysis on parameter sensitivity on upper layer

ignition needs to be conducted.

5.6 Validation of simulations against JF5

For validation of the simulations, the temperatures obtained in the simulation logging points

1-4, given in Table (3.3), were compared with the temperatures of test JF5, in the Blast and

Fire Engineering for Topside Structures Test Programme F3, given in Figs. (1.2), (1.3), (1.4)

and (1.5)

At logging point 1 most of the simulations showed quite good coherence with JF5, given

in Fig. (1.2)(p.10). The stable temperatures recorded in the KFX geometry case, given in Fig.

(4.1)(p.48), were lower than the maximum temperatures recorded at JF5. Other cases, like

the small dispersion angle case given in Fig. (4.36)(p.76), recorded more variations in tem-

perature than the KFX geometry case, although the stable temperatures were similar to the

KFX geometry case, and therefore higher maximum temperatures comparable to JF5. The

reason for the similar temperatures recorded in the different cases, could be explained by

the location of logging point 1. Logging point 1 was placed in the upper part of the venti-

lation opening. Due to buoyancy of warmer flows, the flame was expected to exit the com-

partment at the upper part of the vent, while inflow of air would be in the lower part of the

vent. The temperatures recorded at logging point 1 would therefore be related to the flame

temperature. The flame temperatures depend on the fuel composition, which was similar

for all cases, giving similar temperatures at logging point 1. The transient temperature de-

velopment of JF5 was slightly different compared to the simulated cases. While JF5 had a

more gradual transient increase in temperatures, the simulations had a very steep transient

temperature increase initially, followed by more stable temperatures.

For logging point 2, the KFX geometry case, given in Fig. (4.2)(p.49), and the big vent case,

given in Fig. (4.53)(p.89), were able to quite correctly predict the temperatures achieved in

JF5, given in Fig. (1.3)(p.10). Most of the other cases predicted temperatures that were ap-
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proximately 200-300K lower than what were observed at JF5. The logging point was posi-

tioned in the upper layer, at the inside of the enclosure. Simulations, where combustion

in the upper layer was observed, predicted more correct temperatures, giving the observed

combustion in the upper layer of JF5. The big vent case and the KFX geometry case were

some of the cases that most clearly showed ignition and flames in the upper layer of the

enclosure.

At logging point 3, most of the cases under-predicted the stable temperatures in JF5,

given in Fig. (1.4)(p.11). The stable temperatures of JF5 were higher than what were ob-

served for all the simulated cases. Some of the cases, like the KFX geometry case, given in Fig.

(4.3)(p.50), the large dispersion angle case (given in Fig. (4.38)(p.77)) and the adiabatic case

(given in Fig. (4.46)(p.84)), correctly predicted the maximum temperatures seen in JF5, but

only due to a final sharp increase in temperatures. It is possible that the under-predictions

seen by the simulated cases, were due to logging point 3 being positioned close to the fuel

spray. The lower temperature fuel spray could therefore have influenced the recorded tem-

peratures. This explanation was further confirmed by the final temperature increase, be-

cause the time of this temperature increase corresponded with the time of reduction of the

fuel release. This could possibly allow for the flame to enter positions earlier occupied by the

fuel spray.

For the logging point 4, similar trends as observed at logging point 2 were observed. The

cases with combustion in the upper layer of the compartment: The KFX geometry (given

in Fig. (4.4)(p.50)), small diameter (given in Fig. (4.31)(p.72)) and big vent (given in Fig.

(4.55)(p.91)) cases, correctly predicted the temperatures. The KFX geometry case even over-

predicted the temperatures by up to 400K. The cases without observed combustion in the

upper layer under-predicted the stable temperatures of JF5 (given in Fig. (1.4)(p.11)), but

for many of these cases the observed final temperature increase was comparable to the sta-

ble temperatures observed at JF5. This observation was further confirmed by the results

obtained for the low fuel flow rate case. The low fuel flow rate case, given in Figs. (4.17-

4.24)(p.61-p.66) gave quite good temperature predictions at all the logging points, indicating

that the ignition and temperature of the upper layer were dependent on flame stoichiometry.

In this thesis simulations with different droplet diameters were conducted. In JF5, the

droplets were observed to hit the ceiling, and droplet rain from the ceiling, forming small

pools on the floor, was observed initially. Of the three simulations, investigating the droplet

diameter, only the large diameter case droplets impinged on the ceiling, as seen in Fig.

(4.25)(p.68). Due to the modelling of the droplets being terminated or evaporated, when

impinging on surfaces no droplet rain from the ceiling was observed. Interestingly, the ini-

tial droplet diameters specified in the large diameter case were significantly larger than the

ones calculated in Sec. (3.1.3), or given in Sec. (1.2.1). For some of the tests in Blast and Fire

Engineering for topside structure [4], the distance between the release point and the ceil-

ing was observed to be too short to allow full atomisation and droplet evaporation. Given

the large differences in results obtained with different droplet diameters, it is possible that
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a more detailed spray dispersion and droplet break up model could be of significant impor-

tance.

The observations of case sensitivity and critical parameters needed for ignition of the up-

per layer, were also observed in the Blast and Fire for Topside structures, test programme F3

[4]. It was observed that for obtaining the high temperatures at the inside of the enclosure

in the the test programme F3, an escalation of combustion was needed. This escalation of

combustion, was thought to be related to the forming of a high temperature core zone and

"radiation trapping". For this high temperature core zone to stabilize, a critical size had to be

reached. If a sufficiently large temperature core zone was established, the radiation would

be "trapped" inside this zone. With radiation trapping, radiation from the core zone were ab-

sorbed by layers close to the core zone and radiated back to the core zone, giving increased

growth of the core zone until other limiting conditions occur. Limiting conditions could be

oxygen transport to the core zone, limiting the thermal energy release. As observed in the

simulations in this thesis, for the formation of the high temperature core zone, initial condi-

tions and the solid geometry seemed to be of importance. Flow patterns were also observed

to influence fire development, with combustion product and buoyancy driven flows being

especially important. Buoyant plumes lower down in the compartment were observed being

able to set up different flow patterns, which could explain the flow patterns observed in this

thesis for the small diameter case compared to the large diameter case and the advanced

geometry case (base case). In Chamberlain et al. [4] it was also observed that as the under-

ventilation was increased in the cases, the higher temperatures was observed to move closer

to the vent, with the most intense combustion in the lower region of the smoke layer. This

led to unstable layering, which induced mixing and the appearance of temperature oscilla-

tions. Similar differences as observed between the low fuel flow rate case and the advanced

geometry case (base case) were also observed in fire tests in Chamberlain et al. [4], where

high mass flow rates of fuel gave a highly ventilation controlled fire, where the lack of oxygen

within the compartment limited the internal combustion to a relatively low intensity. As the

fuel could not burn completely inside the compartment, long external flames were observed.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Recommendations for

Further Work

In this thesis, a parameter study investigating the effects of enclosure modelling and spray

dispersion on fire development has been conducted. A set of simulations has been created in

Kameleon FireEx (KFX), and compared against the fire test JF5 in Blast and Fire Engineering

for Topside Structures, Test Programme F3.

The results from the simulations, revealed that some parameters are more decisive on

fire development than others. A study into the effect of fuel spray droplet diameters, con-

ducted in this thesis, showed that different fuel spray droplet diameters gave very different

results. The highest temperatures were recorded in the case with the smallest fuel spray

droplet diameter, while the case with the largest fuel spray droplet diameter also recorded

high temperatures. The explanation for the different temperatures and flame developments,

is thought to be related to different flow distributions at the inside of the compartment. In

this thesis, it was also found, that the enclosure modelling and spray fuel flow rate are im-

portant parameters. A significant reduction in fuel flow rate, led to a significant increase in

temperatures.

Some of the simulations predicted the fire development of the experimental fire test JF5

quite accurately, while some of the simulations did not. The cases that most accurately pre-

dicted the experimental data from JF5, while also using comparable input data, were a case

with relatively small droplet diameters (the small diameter case), and a case with a detailed

enclosure model, created through CAD import in KFX (the KFX geometry case). The KFX

geometry case enclosure model was the most detailed of the enclosure models used in this

thesis. This indicates that valid simulations, on under-ventilated fires, set demands on how

detailed an enclosure model should be.

Almost all of the simulations had challenges with predicting temperatures, at least at one

of the logging points. Although discrepancies from the fire test JF5 were found for most of the

cases, the high temperatures at different positions, observed for different cases investigating

different parameters, indicate that a valid simulation of JF5 is possible within the software.

Given the varied results of the simulations, the question is on choosing correct parameters.
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Much and good information about the simulated tests, as well as information on spray dis-

persion and geometry modelling are needed for prediction of correct flame developments.

This thesis has shown that a spray fire in an under-ventilated enclosure is sensitive to

changes in enclosure model specifications and spray dispersion. In the simulations, it was

shown that combustion in the upper layer, at the inside of the enclosure, is the deciding fac-

tor for obtaining the high temperatures. The simulated cases with combustion in the upper

layer, generally recorded more stable temperature distributions than the cases without up-

per layer combustion. As has been found in this thesis, as well as in Chamberlain et al. [4],

for combustion in the upper layer of the enclosure, critical states need to be met. Air entrain-

ment in the upper layer of the compartment seems to be the deciding factor for upper layer

combustion. The modelling of the enclosure geometry and spray dispersion have shown to

significantly influence flow distributions at the inside of the enclosure. Hence, a detailed

enclosure geometry model and spray model are of importance.

In this thesis, modelling challenges regarding combustion hierarchy in under-ventilated

fires have also been discussed. As found in Gottuk et al. [12] and in this thesis, estimating

correct compositions of H2 and CO is a challenge. For under-ventilated fires, the O2 inside

the enclosure is depleted, giving little H2 and CO combustion. Hydrogen is known to react

fast [38](p.148-172), raising the question if the reaction hierarchy should be altered with H2

combustion being prioritized.

The indicated sensitivity of the fire test JF5, found in this thesis, influences the interpre-

tation of the results. The differences between the simulated cases were drastic, and it is a

possibility that important developments are obscured by the large differences between the

cases. Conclusions about parameters can therefore not be drawn on the basis of the results

obtained in this thesis, without much more research on specific parameters. In this research,

cases with small variations within one parameter could be conducted to further expand the

knowledge on the effect of certain parameters. The indicated high case sensitivity would

also set requirements on the available information from the experimental data. In the exper-

imental data, plentiful information are provided on the compartment design and fuel release

conditions. As shown by the simple models used for calculating droplet diameter and dis-

persion angle in this thesis, it is possible to validate droplet break up models based on the

experimental data in JF5.

The results presented in this thesis could be used in discussions on fire safety design in

under-ventilated enclosures. The modelling uncertainties are too large to draw any conclu-

sions on the validity of the simulation software. Based on the results and modelling uncer-

tainties, it is not possible to conclude that one of the simulation cases is better suited for the

simulation of under-ventilated spray fires. Giving that fire safety design to a large degree is

based on fire simulations, good predictions based on validations against experimental re-

sults are important. This thesis has shown that the uncertainties present in the modelling

could be crucial to the simulation results, and further research is needed for being able to

accurately predict fire developments.
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Recommendations for Further Work

In this thesis many uncertainties regarding correct modelling of geometry and spray disper-

sion have been discovered. The recommendations for further work are therefore based on

further research into parameters influencing fire development.

• The droplet modelling in this thesis showed discrepancies from the observed spray

dispersion in fire test JF5 in Blast and Fire Engineering for Topside Structures, Test Pro-

gramme F3. Given the significant impact a difference in droplet diameter has shown

on the fire simulations in this thesis, more experimental research on spray distribution

and research on a valid droplet break up model, should be conducted.

• The uncertainties observed in the results in this thesis, indicate the possibility of more

simulations, on this test case and other test cases, for further increasing information

on the parameter impacts.

• The combustion hierarchy specified in this thesis could give incorrect species compo-

sitions in the rich zones at the inside of the enclosure. A study investigating the effect

of combustion hierarchy on fire development in under-ventilated enclosures could

therefore be of importance.

• The geometry modelling choices investigated in this thesis revealed different results.

The difference in results seemed to be related to how detailed the geometry model was.

A study into geometry model demands needed for correct simulations could be done.

• In this thesis, the results indicated that the solid structures at the inside of the enclo-

sure did not significantly affect flow distributions. A more thorough research of the

effect of solid structures at the inside of the enclosure, on flow distributions in under-

ventilated fires, could be conducted.

• The results in this thesis showed that the flame development at the inside of the com-

partment was highly dependent on air entrainment. In Drangsholt et al. [6], the equiv-

alence ratio between inflowing air and fuel release is mentioned. A study on the differ-

ent simulations in this thesis, based on the global equivalence ratio concept presented

in Pitts [33], could be conducted.
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